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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this study was to investigate the 
phenomena of subcritical and supercritical spatially varied 
flow in rectangular expansions such as that in an erosion 
gully. Based on momentum and continuity principles, equations 
were developed to predict such flow phenomena. Computations 
of the water surface profiles for subcritical spatially varied 
flow were carried out by applying direct step numerical calcu-
lations. Because of the presence of standing waves, the method 
of characteristics was employed in the analytical analysis of 
the supercritical flow phenomena. Of primary importance in 
this study is the effect of varying amounts of lateral inflow 
rates. Other parameters varied during the experimental tests 
were the slope of the channel and the main channel discharge. 
Comparison of the analytical and experimental results indicated 
that for both subcritical and sµpercritical spatially varied 
flow, water surface profiles can be predicted with good accuracy. 
KEY WORDS: open channel flow, transition flow, gullies flow, 
subcritical flow, supercritical flow, spatially 
varied flow, standing waves, method of characteristics 
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Spatially varied or discontinuous flow can be defined 
as flow in which the discharge varies in the flow direction. 
There are basically two forms of spatially varied flow: 
flow with decreasing discharge and flow with increasing dis-
charge. 
Spatially varied flow with increasing discharge occurs 
in such places as side-channel spillways of dams; wash-
water troughs in water and sewage treatment plants; and 
overland flow into rain gutters or gullies. In the case of 
a rain gully, not only is there increasing discharge, but 
the width also increases as the flow moves downstream. 
A channel, whether artificial or natural, seldom has 
a straight, horizontal alignment. Most channels may vary 
in cross section as well as slope. Channel- expansion occurs 
frequently at places where the flow emerges from a closed 
conduit, sluice gate, spillway or steep chute. Thus, the 
ability to predict accurately the profile of spatially 




REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
One of the first substantially correct differential 
equations describing spatially varied flow was established 
by Hinds (1) in 1926. His study dealt with the design of 
side-channel spillways. In his analysis, Hinds neglected 
the momentum due to the lateral inflow and the effect of 
friction. Favre (2) included a friction term in a similar 
study. In 1940, Camp (3) investigated rectangular channels 
with uniform lateral inflow. His main objective was 
analyzing lateral spillway channels as found in water and 
sewage treatment plants. Camp's equation is the same as 
Hinds' except for the inclusion of a friction term. Camp 
expressed the frictional resistance in terms of the Weisbach-
Darcy friction factor, f. Li (4) obtained solutions for 
prismatic channels of various cross sections and slopes. 
He described the effect of friction in terms of,the Chezy 
coefficient, C. 
Yen and Wenzel (5) developed equations for steady 
spatia-1-Jcy-var-ied-flow. These equations resulted from_ both_ __ 
momentum and energy approaches. In their study only 
channels with straight, horizontal alignment and longitu-
dinally uniform cross section were considered. 
A study dealing with supercritical flow passing 
through transitions was conducted by Ippen (6) in 1951. 
When the boundary alignment along the side walls is gradual, 
3 
small changes in depth resulted. For this reason Ippen 
neglected vertical acceleration, boundary - layer influences 
and nonuniformities in the velocity and pressure distribu-
tions. An analysis similar to Ippen's was made by 
Harrison (7). His analysis applied to the design of 
channels with a trapezoidal cross section. 
The energy loss in a sudden expansion can be reduced 
by gradually enlarging the channel section or decreasing 
the angle of divergence (8). Rouse, Bhoota and Hsu (9) 
investigated high-velocity flow in abrupt and gradual 
expa_nsions. The diverging section must be gradual enough 
to avoid separation at the entrance to the section. In 
order to eliminate a long diverging section, they suggested 
a continuous change in curvature which would allow the 
section to be shorter and reduce the chances of separation. 
Studies by Hom-ma and Shima (10) further indicate that 
separation may occur if an expansion is made to diverge 
too rapidly. 
__________ S_tanding_w9 yes are present in both subcritical and 
supercritical flow. Supercritical flow presents a problem 
because of the surface waves that appear as a consequence 
of the geometry of the lateral boundaries. In a symposium 
on high-velocity flow, Knapp (11) pointed out the presence 
of standing waves created in curved channels. Bagge and 
Herbich (12) analyzed, by using the method of character-
istics, supercritical flow in a rectangular expansion. 
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They assumed frictionless flow and hydrostatic pressure 
distribution. Later, Herbich and Walsh (13) tested the 
equations of Bagge and Herbich for validity. They found the 
predicted profiles were generally lower than those measurea., 
and attributed this to the neglection of friction. The 
United States Soil Conservation Service (14) has also made 
tests on supercritical flow through expansions in conjunc-
tion with the SAF stilling basin. The tests were made on 
transitions with straight flaring side walls and one per-
cent channel slope. 
SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
In this study subcritical and supercritical spatially 
varied transitional flow in a rectangular expansion. is 
investigated. The lateral inflow is in the form of uniform 
sheet flow along the entire length of the diverging test 
section. Of primary importance are the effects of varying 
amounts of lateral inflow. The experimental results for 
both types of flow are compared with analytical solutions. 
- ---
Because of the high energy loss at the point of impac·t of --
the lateral inflow and the main flow, the momentum approach 
is utilized in the analysis rather than the energy approach. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 
DYNAMIC EQUATION FOR SUBCRITICAL SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW 
By use of momentum principles, an expression for the 
change in water depth with respect to distance is determined. 
The depth, d, of the flow section is measured normal to 
the channel floor, which makes an angle e with the 
horizontal. Therefore, the channel slope, S0 , equals the 
tangent of the angle e. The lateral inflow, q*, is defined 
as the uniform volumetric inflow per unit time per unit 
length along the sidewall. At the point where the lateral 
inflow joins the main flow, q* has a velocity U which 
makes an angle ~ with the flow direction. In the case of 
vertical lateral inflow, ~ equals <'IT -e). 2 
For the element of fluid between sections 1 and 2, as 
shown in Fig. 1 the summation of forces in the x-direction, 
including dynamic forces, equals zero. Mathematically, this 
can be expressed as: 
(1) 
where M1 and M2 are the momenta at sections 1 and 2 (per sec) 
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Fig. I Definition Sketches for Subcritical Flow 
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1 and 2 respectively, PLX is the x-component of the 
pressure force acting on the sidewall, ~Xis the x-
direction momentum flux due to the lateral inflow, Wis the 
force due to the weight of the fluid and Rfis the boundary 
resistance. 
The change in water depth between sections 1 and 2 is 
nd = d 2-d1 and the corresponding distance in the x-direction 
is nx = x 2-x1 , where x 1 and x 2 are measured along the 
centerline from the beginning of the diverging test section. 
Substituting the values of the forces, Eq. 1 becomes: 
+ 
dl + d2 KYB d 2 cos 8 + 2KY (_..c; __ _ 
1 1 2 
2 
)nx cos a sin~ 
= 0 (2) 
in which pis the mass density of the fluid, Sis the 
momentum flux correction factor, v1 and v2 are the mean 
velocities at sections 1 and 2 respectively, B1 and B2 are 
the widths in they-direction at sections 1 and 2 
respectively, K is the pressure correction factor, Y is the 
specific weight of the fluid,a is the divergent angle, 
A1 and A2 are the cross sectional areas at sections 1 and 2 
8 
respectively and Tis the x-component boundary shear 
stress. 
Since linear expansion is considered: 
= + 26x tan a (3) 
Neglecting all higher order differentials and combining 
like terms in Eq. 2 will yield: 
+ (pq* U cos$ cos a+ B1d 1 ysin6 + 2KYdi cose (sina - tana) 
2 
- 2pS v2d 1 tana - B1, - 2d1 ,) 6x 





The continuity equation can be written as: 











2Q2 2 !:ix tan et 
- 2Ql Al CJ,. !:ix 
v2 v2 
B1tid + 4Q1d1 cos<j,coset 
= 
1 
1 2 A2 (A1 + 2Bl lid + 4d1 !:ix tan et) 1 
(9) 




+ 2 KY Bldl cos el A !:id --2 = 
Bldl x 






By neglecting all of the higher order terms included in the 
product of A !:id and A !:ix terms, Eq. 10 can be simplified 
x x 
to yield: 







+ sine+ g 
T 2T 
- ydl - _y_B_l -
2SV1 q* cosq,cosa 
gBldl 
For small angle e 
sin e = tan e = 




2K___:I:. cose (sina 
Bl 








na ~ { q* Ucosq,cosa + s + 2K al cose (sina - tana) 
Bl nx g Al 0 
T 2T 28Vlq* cos <f, cos a 28Vi tan 
a} 
ydl - yBl g Al 
+ g Bl 
{2 K cos 
e - SVi } 
gdl 
(14) 
_____ which relates_ the change in water dept_h _to <in _iricrementa~ 
change in distance in the downstream direction. 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR SUPERCRITICAL SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW 
By applying the basic principles of the conservation 
of momentum and mass, differential equations involving the 
partial derivatives of the velocity components and water 
depth with respect to the coordinate system defined in 
11 
Figure 2 are derived. Due to the complex nature of the 
flow system, exact solutions to the equations are not 
possible. Therefore, a finite difference technique is 
employed to obtain information concerning the flow 
properties of the entire flow field. The specific method 
used in the solution procedure is known as the method of 
characteristics. For this method to be applicable, 
irrotational flow is assumed for the entire flow region 
except in the relatively thin boundary layer in the 
immediate vicinity of the channel floor. 
A few other basic assumptions are also made. It is 
assumed that (1) the pressure distribution is hydrostatic, 
(2) the velocity distribution in the z-direction is uniform 
(flow to be irrotational), except in the boundary layer and 
(3) horizontal momentum component introduced by the lateral 
inflow, q*, as it enters the main flow vertically is very 
small compared with that due to the supercritical main 
channel flow, and thus, can be neglected. 
-------------The---cont-inuity equation for all points except at the 
sidewall is: 
0 (15) 
at the sidewall, Eq. 15 becomes: 
au ad av ad 












Fig. 2 - Definition Sketches · for Supercritical Flow 
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where q 1 and q 2 are two portions of the lateral inflow 
between two adjacent points along the sidewall. The first 
portion, q 1 , represents the lateral inflow over the distance 
covered by they-direction projection of the segment 
between points i-(NP + 1) and i-NP on the sidewall. The 
distance covered by the projection of line i-NP to i is used 
to compute the magnitude of q 2 . The vertical depth of the 
flow is d, and a is the divergent angle of the test section. 
With ox and 6y representing incremental changes in distance 
in the independent x-y coordinate system, u and v are the 
velocity components in the two directions respectively. 
Writing the momentum equation in the x-direction for a 
fluid element, which does not include the sidewall, results 
in: 
ad= tan e _ u au 
ax g ax 
v au 
g ay 
At the sidewall, this equation becomes: 
= tan e - u g 
au v 




ay 2dg oy 
where e is the angle the channel floor makes with the 
horizontal and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
They-direction momentum equation is: 
= 
v av 





for everywhere except at the sidewall. 
At the sidewall, Eq. 17 becomes: 
ad 
ay = 
v av u av ql 
- gay - g ax - 2dg oy 
q2 v 
dgoxoy 
By substituting Eqs. 16 and 17 into Eq. 15 and 




au uv au uv av+ (d _ 









For conditions at the sidewall, substitute Eqs. 16' 
and 17' into Eq. 15' to obtain: 
( d - u2 
qlu 
oy ) g 2dg 
(- UV qlv oy) + g 2dg 
where 
<l> = 
ql + q2 










+ {- ~) au g ay 
v2 
+ (d - - ) g 










and the total differentials of u and v are: 










av ox+ av oy 
ax ay (22) 
Eqs. 18, 20, 21, and 22 may be written in matrix 
form as: 




utan g g g g 
0 1 -1 0 au 0 ay 
= 
ox oy 0 0 av OU 
ax 
0 0 ox oy av ov ay 
or 











Applying Cramer's rule, the derivatives of u and v 







In supercritical transitional flow, discontinuity 
occurs as a result of the presence of standing waves. 
( 23) 
Mathematically, such a discontinuity can be described by one 




o av o 
= o ' ay o ( 24) 
Equating the determinant of the N matrix with zero 
results in: 






§.Y.. -uv ± d9:-JF2 -1 
ox = 2 dg 
-
u 

















dg - u2 





To define the u-v relationship along the characteristic 
curves, the determinant of the K3 matrix is equated to zero. 
ov 
OU 
Solving for~: gives: 
= --
1
--2-{-u tan e 






with the values from Eqs. 26a and 26b 
yields: 
ov 1 




-1J ou = OU g 
(d - -) g 
along the -c characteristic and 
ov 1 
2 f u tan e c.£Yi + UV d~} cSu = -+ OU g 
(d - ~) g 








~ + dg F 2 -1 + ql v + ql u = ox 16d4g 2 oy2 2d2g ,Sy 
+ 
qlv } f {dg 2 qlu } (26a') 4d ,Sy - u 2d ,Sy 
for the -c characteristic and 
18 
{-uv - dg 
2 2 
§:,/_ F2-l + ql 
v qlu 
= + ox 16d4g2 oy2 2d2g oy . 
+ qlv J {dg 2 qlu } 4d oy . - u - 2d oy (26b I) 
for the +c characteristic. 
The compatibility relationships, as described in Eqs. 28a 








u2 (d - g oy > §:,/_} OX (28 I) 
Since there are four regions, each of which contains 
different flow conditions, it is necessary to describe the 
numerical computation procedures in four individual sections. 
Subdividing the first '-c' characteristic curve into 
________ (NP-1) ~qual y-di_rection increments, tlle_ent:ire flow field 
can be isolated into the following computation groups as 
depicted in Fig. 3. Because of the symmetric flow 
properties, only half of the test section is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
(I) Region one contains points O through NP. Along 
this characteristic curve v 0, and at point O 




'- "- I" I'• \' \ • \ • \' • \ • j 
-
~S~id~e~w~all~~~~~-,-~~~C 1 \ I I ,,,., ,,,., _____. 
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Based on these conditions, Eq. 28a may be written as: 
~: = d~-l {-ui-l tan 8 
or 
OU = 
-u. 1 tan 8 1.-
d. rJF. 21-1 1.- 1.-
(29) 
oy (30) 
Using Eq. 30 with a given oy, ou can be computed such that 
u. = 
1. u. 1 1.- + OU (31) 
The momentum equation along the negative characteristic 
line can be written as 
I 2 1 2 1 
p(Vi-l) di-l cos 8 + 2 pg di-l cos 8 + 2 pg (di-l + 
1 2 





+ (v. 1l 1.- cos 






=~(ui)2 2 -1 
v. 
v. + (v.) cos ( y - tan ( -2:.)) l. l. u. l. 
Solving for d. from Eq. 32 results in: 
l. 
di = !{- [~ Coy)~ (V '.) 2 - tan e cos y~(ox) 2 + l. 
+ { ~ cv:) 2 - tan e cos 
[ _g2 I 2 4 di-l (Vi-l) + tan 8 cos 
+ Coy>2] 2 
y~(ox) 2 
di-3} 1/2} 
Rearranging Eq. 26a gives: 
d.g 2 - u. 
ox 
l. l. oy = 
d.g~F~ - 1 
l. l. 
and 








- - - To-increase accuracy, successive approximation may be _used_ 
for this and all other regions of the numerical computations. 
(II) Points JNP + J, along the sidewall constitute 
the second region. 
Fro~ the geometry of the channel, 
ox = 
B 
Yi-NP - 2 




with B representing the width of the channel where the 
divergent transition initiates. 
Using Eq. 26b', the +c characteristic, we have, 
+ ql vi-NP } .,_ 









Substituting Eq. 37 into Eq. 38 gives: 
oy = {-ui-NP vi-NP ( 
B 
- gdi-NP ( 
y i-NP - 2 
tan a 
x ( 2 Fi-NP -l + 
B 
Yi-NP - 2 
tan a 
oy ) 
- xi-NP + tan a 
+ oy) 







----q-v - -- -
+ 1 i-NP 
4d. ND oy 
B 
-( Yi-NP - 2 
tan a. 
x oy --)} 







which is solved using interval halving trial and error for 
the value of oy. Then 
y. 
]. = Yi-NP+ oy ( 40) 
and 
x. = x. NP + ox ]. ].-
Along the sidewall, it is also known that: 
vi= ui tan a 
therefore 
(vi-NP+ ov) = Cui-NP+ ou) tan a 











(y .-y' NP) ]. ].-
{uf_NP + vf_NP} - ui-NP tan e 
Equation 41' gives 
ov = (ui-NP + cu) tan a - vi-NP 
23 
( 40 I) 
(41) 








v. p (d. - i-N ) 
i-NP . g 
{ 
Yi - Yi-NP 
xi - xi-NP ( di-NP -
2 







(d. _ ui-NP 
i-NP g 
ql ui-NP 
2d. NPg (y. l.- l. 
( 4 4) 
The momentum equation along the positive characteristic 
line can be written as 
I 2 1 2 1 
P (Vi-NP) di-NP cos e + 2 pgdi-NP cos 6 + 2 pg (di-NP + di) 
~(ox) 2 + (oy) 2 sin 
1 pg d~ cos e = o 
- 2 l. 
where 
2 -1 
+ (vi-NP) cos (y- tan 







di=2 f ~ v:2 - tan 8 cos y--jox2 + oy2] 
+ oy2] 
2 { ra . 2 rJ ox2 + g vi - tan 8 cos + 
4 di-NP [2 '2 g vi-NP+ tan 8 cos y ~ ox2 + oy2 + 
d. J} 1/j ( 4 7) i-N 
(III) The third region contains those points along 
the centerline of the channel where y. = 0. Because the 
J. 
flow is symmetrical, v. = 0, everywhere along this line. 
J. 
From Eq. 26a: 
ox= 
or 
2 dg - u oy 
ox= 
-yi-1 
2 d. 1 g - u. 1 ( ].- J.- ) 
-ui-1 v i-1 + di-1 · g~~F~-1 - l 
then 
x. = 
J. x. 1 1-
+· ox 
Since, along the centerline, v. = 
J. 
0, Ov = 
Solving Eq. 28a for ou yields: 
-v. 1· J.-
( 48) 





-v. 1 (d --.-) - y. 1 J.- g J.- utan e (50) 
The depth along the centerline can now be found by using 
Eq. 35. 
(IV) Region four contains all of the remaining points 
in the flow field. 
For the -c characteristic oy = y. - y. 1 and ox= x. -J. i- J. 
xi-l" For the +c characteristic oy = y i - Y'i-NP and 
ox = X, - x, NP" J. i-
Substituting these values into Eqs. 26a and 26b gives: 
and 
Yi - Yi-NP 
xi - xi-NP 
= 
from Eq. 52 
= 
-u .. 1· v. 1 + d. 1 J.- J.- i-
2 d. lg - U, 1 J.- J.-
Yi·= G- (x. - x. 1) J. J.- + y. 1 i-
= G 
Substituting Eq. 54 into Eq. 53 and rearranging yields: 
+ 
G xi-1 - G xi-NP - y i-1 + y i-NP 
x. = 











Along the -c characteristic, au) = u . - u . 1 and n 1 1-
= v. - v. 1 and along the +c characteristic 1 1-





au) - ou) = u. NP - u. l = Gl n p 1- 1-
-U. l tan 1.-
d. 1 -J.-






y .• 1) 
1.-
= G3 







U· 1V· 1 1- 1-
g 
(56) 








Eqs. lla' and llb' become: 
ov) G 3 n + G4 6u) = ou)n n 
and 
ov) G 5 ~ = ~ + G6 p p 
Combining Eqs. 56. 56', 59, and 60 yields: 
ou)P GS+ G2 - G3 - (Gl) (G4) = G4 - G6 
then 
From Eq. 60 ov) can be found. p 
Then 
v - v + ov) i - i-NP p 
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( 6 3) 
An equation similar to Eq. 32 can be written along the 
+c characteristic, resulting in 
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l{ 02 I 2 d. = - - - (V.) - tan 8 cos 
1 2 g 1 + (oyl ~ 
{ 12 I 2 + lj (Vil - tan 8 cosy ~ (ox) 2 + 
[
2 I 2 
4 di-NP g (Vi-NP) + tan 8 cos 
11112} 
+ di-N~J (64) 
DETERMINATION OF BOUNDARY SHEAR IN OPEN CHANNEL FLUMES 
The expression for the boundary shear stress, T, was 
determined by combining several other equations which relate 
frictional resistance to the flow characteristics. 
From the Chezy equation (8) we have: 
v = c~ (65) 
where Vis the mean velocity, C is the friction factor, R 
is the hydraulic radius and Sis the slope of the energy 
· gr.;me line. 
Modern fluid dynamics and especially boundary layer 
theory (15) suggest Chezy's formula to be used in the 
form 
V =-Jf ~gRS ( 66) 
where f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, and g is the 
acceleration due to gravity. 
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Setting Eq. 65 equal to Eq. 66 yields: 
c=# ( 6 7) 
The relationship between Manning's roughness.factor, 
n, and Chezy's C (9) is known as: 
c = 1. 49 Rl/6 n 
By equating Eqs. 67 and 68 we have 





The relationship (16) between shear stress, friction 
factor and mean velocity is: 
= IT v 
'\)8 
in which pis the mass density of the fluid. 
Substituting Eq. 69 into Eq. 70 and solving for T 
yields: 
T = 
0.45 y n 2 v2 
Rl/3 
in which y is the specific weight of the fluid. 
(70) 
(71) 
The above expression is used to determine the average 
boundary shear stress, ,, when the Manning roughness 
coefficient, n, is precalibrated for the flume used in 
the experimental work. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
The experimental facility used in this study consists 
of five major parts: main flow channel, convergent-
divergent test section, plexiglas overflow devices for 
providing uniform lateral inflow to the divergent test 
section, flow supply systems, and measuring devices. 
A seventy-two feet long glass flume with a two feet by 
two feet cross section is,used as the main flow channel. 
This flume consists of three separate sections. Four pairs 
of electric motor operated gear jacks are used to support 
and control the slope of each section. One pair of gear 
jacks are used for each end section and two for the middle 
c 
section. A sluice gate at the beginning of the flume is 
used to regulate the inflow to the main channel. The con-
_ stant flowrate _is supplied by a cons_tant _head storage tank 
behind the sluice gate. A schematic drawing of the flume 
and experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. 
To gradually reduce the width of the main flow 
channel from two feet to one foot, two pieces of sheet 
metal are used to form the convergent section. The 
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Fig, 5 Experimental Apparatus 
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six feet long, leading from the constricted width to the 
normal flume width of two feet. Between the convergent 
section and the test section, a four feet parallel wall 
section is inserted to form uniform approaching flow to the 
test section. In order to obtain nearly uniform velocity 
distribution at the entrance of the test section, a sluice 
plate is used at various locations until the velocity 
measurements indicate the velocity throughout the entrance 
section varies no more than one percent from its mean 
value. Figure 4 shows the general arrangement of the 
convergent-divergent section and the lateral flow supply 
devices. 
The lateral flow supply devices are plexiglas 
flumes, constructed so as to provide uniform sheet flow 
along the side walls of the divergent test section. A 
knife edged overflow weir along the entire front of the 
flume permits water to flow over and form a water sheet 
on an inclined plate set at fifteen degrees from the 
vertical. The lower edge of the inclined pl_ate is plac:_ed_ 
at a uniform gap from the side wall to allow the sheet 
flow to enter the test section. A one-eighth inch plexi-
glas partition was inserted three-quarters of an inch 
from the back of the flume to separate the flume into two 
compartments. This partition was placed one-eighth inch 
from the bottom to produce a head in the back compartment 
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and to reduce turbulence in the front compartment. To 
further reduce the turbulence, a baffle strip was placed in 
the front compartment along the front wall. Figure 6 
shows the plexiglas flume and its cross section. 
Each plexiglas flume is suspended from the main 
channel side walls by two, one-half inch stainless steel 
rods, threaded at each end. This allows adjustment of the 
flumes up and down to maintain their level position while 
the main channel slope is varied. 
The lateral flow discharge is supplied through one 
inch galvanized pipe to the plexiglas flumes. A valve in 
the system regulates the flow to the flumes. To measure 
lateral flowrate, a pre-calibrated elbow meter was installed 
in the line. A mercury manometer is used to measure the 
differential pressure in the elbow meter. The galvanized 
pipe is then branched to two plexiglas tubes co~nected with 
tygon tubing. In the top of each plexiglas tube are 
distribution holes set at approximately three inches apart. 
Tygon tubing from each of these holes is used to carry the 
-
water into the back compartment of each plexiglas flume. 
Strawlike material was placed in the back compartment 
under each jet to dissipate the turbulence caused by the 
water jets. 
An electronic point gage was used to measure the 
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which slides on two pieces of tubular conduit. The conduit 
is mounted on each side of the main channel. A scale on 
one conduit determines the longitudinal location whereas 
a scale on the carriage determines the lateral location of 
the point gage. The point gage is 
scale to produce readings of+ 5 x 
equipped with a vernier 
-4 10 feet accuracy. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
For the experimental data collection, the constant head 
storage tank and its associated valves were adjusted such 
that a given flowrate is provided in the main channel. For 
each main channel flowrate, a maximum lateral inflow of 
0.0242 cfs/ft. was first supplied to the diverging zone. 
This maximum value provides a total lateral inflow over the 
test divergent section of approximately one half the 
magnitude of the main channel flow. The lateral inflow 
was then reduced to 50% of the maximum for a second set of 
data gathering. The third data set was taken for the water 
surface profile of the same flowrate without lateral inflow. 
The main channel flowrate was then readjusted. The above 
procedure was repeated using the new flow. A slope of 
1.5% was used for the various trials in subcritical flow 
region. 
A uniform transverse water surface was assumed for 
subcritical flow conditions. Therefore, only centerline 
measurements were taken when the flow is subcritical. 
A similar procedure was followed for supercritical 
flow measurements. However, the presence of standing waves 
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in supercritical flow makes the assumption of a constant 
transverse water surface invalid. Therefore, a two 
dimensional coordinate system, as shown in Figure 3, was 
selected to record these wave patterns on an x - y plane. 
Detailed centerline measurements were also recorded. 
To study the effect of slope, two different slopes 
were tried. With a minimum slope of 1.0%, the described 
procedure was followed; then repeated, using a slope of 
4.0%. 
In order to measure the water depth, elevation of the 
channel floor was first determined. This was done by the 
use of an electronic point gage, which can be moved freely 
in the x-y plane, set along the top of the main channel. 
This elevation was then subtracted from the water surface 
elevation measurement to give the net water depth at each 
desired point. 
Flowrates for both the main channel and the plexiglas 
flumes were determined using mercury-water manometers. For 
the main channel, the manometer is attached to a Venturi-
Meter and for the lateral inflow supply flumes, it is 
connected to an elbow meter. 
CHAPTER V 
DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION 
The direct measurements taken during the course of this 
study include the channel floor elevation; the water sur-
face elevation along the centerline of the divergent test 
section; the head difference on the manometers attached to 
the Venturi and elbow meters, bhQ and bh; and the down-
q* 
stream distance of each measurement from the entrance to the 
divergent test section. The precalibrated flowrate curves 
for the Venturi and elbow meters were used to determine the 
main channel flowrate, Q, and the lateral inflow rate, q*. 
The water depth was determined by substracting the channel 
floor elevation from the water surface elevation. 
ANALYSIS OF SUBCRITICAL SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW 
For the case of subcritical spatially varied flow, a 
- -
constant transverse water surface was assumed. -Thus, -only 
the analytical and experimental centerline profiles are 
compared. With the aid of a digital computer, the analytical 
water surface profile is determined for each group of initial 
conditions. The program used in the computations was 
written using Fortran IV language and is listed in Appendix 
III. A flow chart corresponding to this program is shown 
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in Fig. A-1. For each data set there are two corresponding 
plots. These plots were produced by the Calcomp Plotter 
with OS/360. 
The analytical profile was computed from Eq. 14. The 
initial depth used in the analytical computations is the 
initial experimental depth and the incremental downstream 
distance used is 0.1 feet. Six sets of data were taken and 
the results are presented in Tables I and II, and graphically 
shown in Figures 7-10. 
Table I shows the results for the first three data sets. 
For these data sets, a main channel flowrate of 0.368 cfs 
was used. Other parameters held constant were the channel 
slope, 1.5%; the divergent angle, 4.17°; and the total 
downstream distance, 6 feet. 
With these parameters constant, the three sets of 
computations shown in each Table are (A) q* = 0.0 cfs/ft, 
(B) q* = 0.0125 cfs/ft, and (C) q* = 0.0242 cfs/ft. 
Listed in each group are the analytical and experimental 
depths at each 0.5 foot interval. Also listed is the per-
cent difference between the analytical and experimental 
depth. 
The corresponding plots for these data sets are shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the relationship between 
water depth and downstream distance. This and all sub-
sequent plots are plotted on arithmetic scales. The 
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normalized results, by dividing the water depth by the 
initial depth and dividing the downstream distance by the 
initial width, are shown in Fig. B. For Figs. 7 and 8, (Al, 
(Bl, and (Cl correspond to those results listed in Table I. 
Table II lists the results for the second three data 
sets. For these sets, all initial parameters were kept the 
same as used in previous sets except the main channel flow-
rate which is changed to 0.211 cfs. The same lateral inflow 
rates as listed in Table I apply to Table II, (A), (Bl, and 
(Cl . 
Figure 9 shows the relationship between water depth 
and downstream distance and the corresponding dimensionless 
plot is shown in Fig. 10. 
Figures 7 through 10 indicate the largest difference 
between the analytical and experimental centerline profiles 
occurs near the end of the test section. Tables I and II 
verify this, showing the largest percent difference 
occurring at a downstream distance of 6 feet in all cases. 
l\li!ALYSIS OF SUPERCRITICAL SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW 
The method of characteristics, which is used widely in 
analyzing supersonic gas flow, is. used for the analysis of 
supercritical spatially varied flow. In applying this 
method, incremental changes along the characteristic curves 
are computed so that the flow information at various points 
along the curves can be obtained. The computed results for 
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each data set are presented in Tables III through XIV. 
Listed in each table are the points of interest and their 
corresponding location in the x-y coordinate system used; 
the velocities in both the x and y directions; and the 
water depth at each point. 
A digital computer program (see Appendix III), written 
also in Fortran IV, is used for the analytical computations. 
Also used is the Calcomp Plotter to display the results in 
graphical form. The graphical results are shown in Figures 
12 through 19. For each data set, there are two plots. 
They are the analytical and experimental centerline profiles 
and the analytical cross wave patterns. Experimental values 
measured at the entrance of the test section are used as the 
initial conditions in the computational analysis. 
Table III shows the results for the first supercritical 
data set. For this set, the main channel flowrate is 
0.3632 cfs. the lateral inflow is zero, and the channel 
slope is 1%. Holding the main channel flowrate and the 
slope constant, the lateral inflow is increased to 0.0236 
cfs/ft for the results presented in Table V, and then 
decreased to 0.0125 cfs/ft in Table IV. The corresponding 
centerline profiles are shown in Figure 12 and the 
analytical cross wave patterns in Figure 13. Holding all 
parameters constant except the channel slope, which is 
changed to 4%, the results in Tables VI, VII and VIII are 
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produced. The corresponding centerline profiles and cross 
wave patterns are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. 
The same channel slopes and lateral inflow combinations 
were used for a 0.1967 cfs main channel flowrate for 
further experimental observations. These results are listed 
in Tables IX - XIV. The corresponding plots of centerline 
profiles and cross wave patterns are displayed in Figures 16-
19. 
The results for the supercritical data sets show that 
the analytical and experimental centerline profiles follow 
closely the same general trend. As can be seen from 
Figures 12, 14, 16, and 18, the largest difference is for 
the case of a 1% channel slope and the maximum lateral 
inflow rate. 
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TABLE I ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
MAIN CHANNEL FLOWRATE: 0.368 CFS 
(A) LATERAL !NFLC'W: o.o CFS/Fl 
DOWNSTRFAM DEPTH (FT) PERCENT 
OISTA.NCF. ( FT I ANALYTICAL EXPf:IUMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
o.o 0.2730 0.273 o.o 
0.50 0.:?861 0.285 o.385 
1.00 0.2976 0.296 0.534 
1.50 0.3081 0.306 0.668 
2.00 0.3178 0.314 1.205 
2.50 0.3271 o.324 o.952 
3.00 0.3360 0.331 1.499 
3.50 0.3447 0.340 1.360 
4.00 o.3531 0.349 1.170 
4.50 0.3614 0.357 1.220 
5.00 0.3696 0.364 1.505 
5.50 0.3776 o.371 1.750 
b.00 0.3856 0.378 1.964 
(B) LATERAL INFLOW: 0.0125 CFS/FT 
DOWNSTREAM DEPTH (FT) PERCENT 
DISTANCE {FT) ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
o.o 0.3060 0.306 o.o 
o.5o 0.3177 0.317 0.212 
1.00 0.3284 0.325 1~028 
1.50 0.3384 0.334 1.301 
2.00 0.3479 o.340 2.282 
2.50 o.3571 C.348 2.551 
3.00 0.3660 0.358 2.186 
3.50 0.3747 0.366 2.314 
4.00 0.3832 o.371 3.174 
4.50 o.3'Jl5 o.381 2.686 
5.00 o.3998 0.388 2.940 
5.50 0.4079 0.394 3.407 
6.00 o.4160 0.401 3.596 
(C) LATERAL INFLOW: 0.0242 CFS/FT 
DOWNSTREAM DEPTH (FT) PERCENT 
DISTANCE (FT) ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
o.o 0.3120 0.312 o.o 
o.5o 0.3235 0.321 o.779 
1.00 o.3342 0.328 1.662 
1.50 o.3443 0.335 2.713 
2 .• 00 0.3540 0.341 3.676 
2.50 0.3634 0,350 3.674 
3.00 0.3724 0.358 3.871 
3.50 o.3813 0.365 4.268 
4.00 0.3900 0.373 4.347 
4.50 0.3985 0.381 4. 38 fl 
5,00 C.4069 o.387 4.891 
5.50 0.41~2 o.393 5.3~0 
6.00 0.4234 0.400 5.536 
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TABLE II ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
MAIN CHANNE'L FLOWRATE: 0.211 CFS 
(A) LATERAL INFLOW: o.o CFS/FT 
DOWNSTkEAM DEPTH (FT) PERCENT 
DISlANCE (FTI ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
o.o 0.2130 C.213 o.o 
o.5o 0.2235 0.224 0.220 
1. 00 0.2332 0.231 0.935 
1.50 0.2423 0.238 1.776 
2.00 0.2510 o.245 2.408 
2.50 0.2595 0.253 2.510 
3 .oo 0.2678 0.261 2.533 
3.50 0.2759 o.268 2.864 
4 .• 00 0. 28 39 o.276 2.104 
4.50 0.2¥18 0.202 3.363 
5.00 0.2997 o.289 3.556 
5.50 0.3074 o.295 4.046 
6.00 0.3152 0.301 4.497 
(B) LATERAL INFLOW: 0.0125 CFS/FT 
DmlNSTR[Mi DEPTH ( FT I PERCENT 
DISTANCE (FTI ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
o.o 0.2790 0.279 o.o 
0.50 o.2ee1 o.2s1 0.373 
1.00 0.2968 o.2<:15 0.622 
1.50 0.3054 0.300 1.767 
2.00 0.3138 0.306 2 .476 
2.50 0.3220 0.314 2.487 
3.00 0.3301 0.322 2.465 
3.50 o.3382 0.328 3.011 
4.00 o.3462 o.335 3.222 
4.50 0.3541 0.342 3.407 
5.00 o.3619 o.348 3.847 
5.50 0.3697 0.354 4.258 
6.00 0.3775 0.361 4.378 
(C) LATERAL INFLOW: 0.0242 CFS/FT 
DOWNSTREAM DEPTH (FT) PERCENT 
DISTANCE I FT) ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
o.o o.3200 0.326 o.o 
0.50 0.3346 0.334 o.1e1 
1.00 0.3431 0.341 0.602 
1.50 o.3514 0.347 1.253 
2.00 0.3596 0.354 1.570 
2..50 0.36 78 0.361 1.850 
3.00 o.3759 0.368 2.099 
3.50 o.3839 o.375 2.323 
4. 00 0.3919 0.382 2.526 
4.50 0.3998 0.387 3.209 
~·. 00 o.4077 0.393 3.612 
5.50 0.4156 0.399 3.991 
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Fig. 7 Relationship Between Depth and Downstream Distance for Sub-
critical Flow; Q = 0.368 cfs: (A) q* 0.0 cfs/ft (B) q* = 
0.0125 cfs/ft (C) q* = 0.0242 cfs/ft 
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Fig. 8 Dimensionless Relationship Between Depth and Downstream 
-Distance for Subcritical Flow; Q = 0.368 cfs: (A) q* = 0.0 
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Fig. 9 Relationship Between Depth and Doomstream Distance for 
Subcritical Flow; Q = 0.211 cfs: (A) q* = 0.0 cfs/ft (B) 
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Fig. 10 Dimensionless Relationship Between Depth and Downstream 
Distance for Subcritical Flow; Q = 0.211 cfs: (A) q* = 0.0 
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TABLE Ill ANALYTICAL RESULTS roR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
MAIN C.H,1.NHEL FLOWRATf: 0.3632 CFS LATFRAL JrlfLOW: o.o C.FS/FT SLlJPE! 1 .. 00 ... 
PCJlNT OCWll~Tk t .AM TR .. NSY[P.SF VELC'(JTY (FPS) OfPTH 
DJ$.1JNCI:. l F-Tl 01$.TA~!Cf ( Fl I X-tilF.FCTJ'O~ Y-DIREC..TICN {FT) 
0 o.o O.!>CG ?.r',,770 o.o 0.1220 
1 0.025 0.47C 2.98]8 o.o t.1219 
z Cl.161 o. 359 3.0077 o.o 0.1213 
3 0.299 o.23c;r 3.0335 o.o 0.1207 
• 0.440 c.120 3.0S<JO o.o C. .1201 5 o.ss4 o.coo 3.0f::-45 o.c o.111ts 
• o.osb 0.505 3.1173 O.t'b48 o. t036 1 0.,21 Cl.40'9 3. 2031 0.2628 0.1033 
• C. .. 3P.'9 o. 313 :. 2299 0.2610 0.10:;o 
• o.s,.o 0.211 3.2~60 a. £5'i13 0.1021 10 o. 734 0.120 3.2821 0.257b 0 .. 1024 
11 o .. 950 o.o 3.4800 o.o o.oas6 
12 0.37) o.s31 3.22~3 o.2t.9l 0.1025 
l3 o.542 0.435, :;.2555 0.2672 0.1023 
,. 0.116 o.;39 3.28lb 0.2655 0.1020 
15 0.893 0.243 3.3077 0.2638 0.1017 
16 t.143 0.101 3.5070 0.0010 0.0879 
11 1.341 o.o 3.5342 o.c 0.0011 
16 O.b'97 o. 558 3.2610 0.2734 c:.1015 
,. o.874 0.4b3 3.3071 0.27lb c,.1012 
zo 1.054 o.3b7 3.3332 C.2699 0.1009 
21 1.340 0.21"' 3.5340 0.0139 O.Of!72 
Z2 1 .. 541 o. 107 3.5bl2 o.oot9 o.o6e:4 
23 1.746 o.o 3.5Bf4 o.o 0.0857 
,. 1 .. 036 o.56o ?..3326 0.2777 c.1oos 
ZS 1.219 0.*'91 3.3586 0.2759 0.1002 
lo 1.541 0.::.23 3.St.10 0.0201 0.0864 
Z1 l.74b 0.216 3.5803 0.01?7 o.o&s1 
"" 
1.955 o.lOR 3.bl56 O,.COb9 o.osso 
29 2.168 o.o 3.6419 o.o o.oe43 
30 t.38b (i.f.1'5 3,.3A40 o.2e20 O.OQ94 
31 1. 745 0 • .:,.32 3.SBBO O.C,2.1b o.oa~1 
" 
1.954 0.325 3.6154 0 .. 0206 o.oeso 
33 2.101 0.21& 3.6428 0.0137 0.0843 
.. 2.384 Cl.lOQ :;.t:,702 0. C,068 o .. oa3& 
35 2.005 c.o 3.6976 o.o O.Ofl29 
3b 2.208 0.684 3.7612 0.3134 0.0753 
31 2.459 o.595 3.7'111 o.3C59 c.0747 
33 2. 715 o.5os 3 .. 8210 0.2'1!5 0.0742 
39 ~ .',175 0.414 3.8510 0.2912 0.0737 
•o 3.241 o.:s22 3.8810 0.2E40 c.C.731 
., 4.130 O. C· 4.09CS o.o o.0649 
42 2.b97 0.125 3 .. 81'16 o.3lf!3 G.Cf740 
.. 2.958 0.635 3.64Q6 o.310"' 0.0735 
... 3.224 o.545 3.8798 0.3036 c..0730 
45 J.496 0.453 3.9101 (1.2963 0.0724 
•• 4,.444 o.11a 4.1235 o.c12s 0.0643 . , 4.1bb o.o 4.l5b7 o.o O.Ct,37 
•• 3.206 o.7t-7 3.67f!3 0.3232 0.0728 
... 3.47tl O.b77 3 .. 9087 o.3159 0.0123 
50 3.755 o.5~6 3.9391 0.30f!b o.011e 
51 4 .. 7b5 o .. ;39 4.1564 o.02so 0.0637 
52 5.0'95 0.12(1 lo.18t.i8 O.Cll24 0.06:'0 
" 
!..io31 o.o "·2233 o.c O.C>t,24 
•• 3 • 73e. o.a11 3,.937b o.32e1 0.011& 
.. 4.019 0.121 3.<,t,~3 1).3208 0.0111 
56 5.092 o.36o 4,.1094 0.0374 O.Ob30 
51 5.430 0.242 4 • .2232 o.o;:i1ot.i 0.0624 
SS 5.'174 0.122 4.2570 0.0125 o.061B 
59 b~l2b o.o 4.2~11 o.o ti.0612 
60 4,.288 o.e57 3,.9975 o.3331 0.0105 
bl ~.4Zb 0.484 "-2226 o.osoo O.Ob2'4 
62 s. 772 0.3b6 4.;;:~b7 o.c,374 0.0618 
b3 t,,.)25 0.24t,.. lo.L-90'9 o.025C ti.0612 
•• t,.485 0.124 4.31~3 o.012s 0.0606 
•• h.,853 o.o 4.3b00 o.c O.Ot,00 
•• t..'9~0 1.07q. 4,.438~ 0.36'9Q 0.0558 
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TABLE IV ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
MAJN (Hol.NNEL FLCWM.l,Tf: o.:i.632 CfS LATE P."-L ] r;FLOWr 0.01250 C.FS/'FT SLOPE l 1.00 ~ 
PC:! NT ODWt.~lR FAM lPANSVEPS[ vrLrCJTY IFPSI DEPTH 
OlS TANC.E I Fl I VISTA"ICE I Fl I X-LJJRfCTIDN Y-Dlkf_(. T !ON (FT) 
0 o.o O. !:>OD 2. 9770 o.o 0.1220 
I 0.025 0.478 2.9816 o.o 0.1219 
2 0.161 o.35q 1.0011 o.o 0.1213 
3 0.299 0.239 3.0335 o.o 0.1201 
• 0.440 0.120 3.0590 o.o 0.1201 5 u.564 0.000 3.0fl45 o.o o.1195 
6 0.05,4 o.5o4 3.0032 0.2503 0.1111 
7 o .. zoa 0.39'il 3.1256 Ool41A o.11oe 
• o.3&4 0.293 ::i.1~15 o.14oe 0.110-4 
• 0.522 0.186 3.1773 o.1398 0.1100 10 o .. tie3 o.oao 3.1029 o.13e9 o.ID9ti 
11 o.aos o.c 3.:;195 o.o 0.1001 
12 0.3S<il o.s3o 3. 0448 0.2~37 0.1107 
13 o.!>22 0.422 3.1733 0.1359 0.1102 
.. O.b83-" o. 315 3.191:19 0.1349 o.to9e 
15 O.B4b 0.207 ?..22""4 O. l31t0 0.1093 
16 0.9(-17 C. llb 3.34IB -o.001t2 0.1004 
17 1.17CJ o.o 3.3-638 o.o 0 .1001 
.. O.bB4 o.ss1 3.09~1 0.2582 O.lOq.6 
19 .o.&53 0.41t6 3.2260 o.J36B 0.1091 
20 1.019 o •. 341 3 .. 2515 o.135c;, (1.1087 
21 1.180 0.239 3.3695 -o.co11 0.0997 
22 1.306 0.123 3. 3914 o. 0025· o.c,994 
23 1.566 o.o 3.4190 o.c 0.0987 
24 1.022 o.ses 3.l~C,4 0.2625 O.lOBS 
25 1.197 o.476 3.27C3 0.1371 O.IOBl 
26 1.379 o.1e.2 3 .. 3<;.69 0.0003 0.0991 
27 1.567 o.247 3.4188 o. 00lt4 0.0988 
28 1.770 Q.124 3.4464 0.0019 o.0981 
29 l .. 978 o.o 3.4737 o.o C.0975 
30 l.372 Cl.614 3.2024 o.L6t.9 o.101s 
" 
J .583 o.487 3.4231 -0.0002 o.0985 
32 1.773 0.372 3.4449 o. C.040 o.o9f.2 
33 1.96.0 o.249 3.4715 o. 0015 0.0976 
,. 2.191 0.125 3.4999 -0.0004 O.C.969 
35 2.406 o.o 3.5259 o.o o.o9t.4 
36 1.839 O.b53 3.4079 o .. 2s40 0.0924 
3T 2.05'9 o.~44 3.5430 0.1113 0.0922 
38 2.284 0.4-30 3.5713 0.1144 0.0911 
39 2.514 0.313 3.5994 0.1122 C'.0911 
40 2.748 0.191 3.6262 0.1123 0.0907 
41 3 .. 146 o.o 3. 7302 o.o o.oa54 
42 2.290 0.691 3.44&5 0.2874 o. 0923 
43 2.53C o.574 3.5942 0.1030 0.0916 
44 2.762 o."'57 3.6222 o.1ooe 0.0910 
•5 2.99B 0.339 3.6489 0.1009 0.0906 
... 3.415 o.133 3.753~ -0.0111 0,.0853 
47 3.685 o.o 3.7167 o.o o.oesz 
•• 2. 786 0.132 3.5071 0.2923 0.0911 49 3.03-; 0.614 3.653e 0.1012 0.0904 
50 3.278 0.4q6 3.bfi05 0.1013 - 0.0900 
51 3.721 0.2Bl 3.1862 -0.0103 o.oe47 
>2 3.99'~ o.149 3.8C93 0.0001 O.OB4b 
'3 4.306 o.o 3.8-..19 o.o o.DB4D 
.. J.310 Q.776 3.5b5C o.2'971 0.0900 
55 3.5b9 o.e57 3.7121 0.1003 0.0894 
5b 4.037 Q,.432 3 .. 8188 -0.0111 0.0841 
57 4.312 0.301 ;'.8416 -o.or,01 0.0640 
5• 't.629 0.1~2 3.8744 -o.ccou 0,.0834 
59 4.957 o.o 3.9070 o.o 0.0628 
60 3.650 o.e:21 3.6211 0.30)6 o.oeqJ 
61 4.36P o.~a1 3.B':>05 -0.0159 o.oe31 
62 4.t,44 0.457 3,.R733 -O.UC"'9 O.C!:136 
bl 4.965 0.307 ~.9Cb0 -o.coso 0.0830 
·~ 
~.297 0.155 3.93Fi!- -o.ov"a 0.0824 
b5 5.t.40 o.o 3.V700 o.o o.ce20 
b6 ?:i.019 0.918 3.5170 0.31f.l o.oeo1 
b7 5,.3r,4 o.1a1 3.971;" O.Ci701l o.oaoo 
.. 5.699 O.b43 4.0100 o.Ol(IO 0.019-Ct 
69 (,.0~4 0.-.97 4.0440 0.0101 0.0789 
70 b.420 0.349 4.0702 0.07~3 0.07P.c. 
71 1.zpq o.o ... 1872 o.o 0.0153 
12 ~.l3b o.c;1a 3.Bt>C.0 CJ.3224 0.01,00 
73 b.117 0.1'31 4.0 .. 20· o.oso2 o.o7'i4 
1• t •• 474 o.t,83 4.0l',2 0.0~09 C'.OlR9 
7> h.84 l o. ~34 4.107/ o.o~sti 0.(171:15 
76 1.132 o.11s "i .21 AO -O.U}9fli o.07!>Z 
11 ~.113 o.o ... ;:- .. ~6 o.o 0.0751 
,. f,,.5'bl 1.047 3 .lilt l '9 o.32as ~.01a9 
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TABLE V ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
MAHJ CH~rHif L fLCWRATE I o. )f,::!2 CFS L.lT(R.tL JNFLllWI 0 ·023t.0 C.FS/FT ~LOPE s 1.00 
" 
PCJJ f/1 onwt~~lR£A,.., 1RAN~Vf-A.S.f. VllfltJTY I FPS. t [IEPTH 
Cl STANCE. IF TI 0151/.t,j(.[ If-TI X-[Jtl<.f. CT JOPl Y-DtRLCTJON (Fl I 
u u.o n.~oo ,2.9770 o.o ci.1221) 
1 0.025 0.418 2.\-'eJB o.o o.121c;, 
2 o.161 0.359 3.CJ077 o.o 0, 1213 
3 o .. 2c;i..,. 0.;>39 :;.(J33S o.o 0.1201 
• 0.4.40 Cl.120 3.0590 o.o 0.1201 5 o.5e..,. 0.000 3.0045 0 .(! 0,1195 
• <.i.os2 O. !;,U4 2 .fl463 0.2372 0.)179 7 0.]97 0.390 3.0554 0. 04',14 0.1113 
• 0.342 o.21s 3.C,811 O.G490 ClollbS 9 o.469 O. Jt,0 3.]0l7 O.U4&b o.tt63 
10 Ct.640 0.045 3.1321 0.04€3 o.11sa 
11 Ct. 700 o.o ~.1793 o.o 0.1122 
12 U .347 0.529 2.e92s 0.2410 o. t] 73 
13 0.5,e,3 Q.409 3,104C,, 0,0440 0.11 t.6 
1• c,,e,53 O.Z94 3,13G3 Q.()437 O .. llbO 
15 O.BOb o.11e: 3.)557 O.C,434 0.1155 
lb O.R73 0.128 3.2029 -0.004f, 0.1119 
17 l .04f! o.o 3.2?b5 o.o 0.1115 
1, U.b67 0.556 2.9477 0.245b 0-1162 
1• 0.830 0.435 3.15t:5 o.C.424 0.1155 
20 ('.9tsb 0.320 3.1837 0.0421 0.1149 
21 1.061 0.265 3.2310 -O.OC,55 0.1113 
22 1.23~ 0.137 3.2545 -o.co1c. 0.1110 
13 -}.432 o.o 3.2824 o.o 0.1104 ,. 1.003 o •. SFl4 3.0015 0.2501 o.11s2 
25 1.111 0.463 3.21 )4 O.C.401 0.1144 
26 1.255 0.403 3.2589 -O.OCl72 0.1101 
27 t.435 0.276 3.2822 -O.OC27 0.1104 
28 1.632 c.139 3.3100 -0.0017 0.1098 
29 1.834 o.o 3.3376 o.o 0.1093 
30 1.351 0.613 3.0S'ie 0.25«.6 0.1141 
31 1.454 o.~'+2 3.2Es!'.>7 -0.0106 0.1103 
32 l.636 0.415 3.3089 -0.C,Gbl c,.1100 
33 1.835 o.z1e 3.3367 -o.0051 0.1094 
.. 2.040 0.139 3.3642 -O.C034 ~.1oe9 
3$ 2.249 o.o 3.3906 o.o 0.10fl4 
3o J.570 0.631 3.1372 o.zt.14 o.1oe.1 
37 J .768 a.sos 3.3404 0.0248 0.1017 
38 1.973 c,.~71 :;.3762 o.c,zso 0.1011 
.. 2.185 o.:>35 :;.4038 O.CZ7l 0.1066 
40 2.400 o.c99 3.4303 0.0303 0.}062: 
41 2.558 o.o 3.4703 o.o 0 • 1041 
., l .9li3 0.665 3.1839 o.2653 o.101e. 
.. 
., 2..207 0.'52b 3.4021 o.C.165 0.1010 ,.,. 
, .. 42.l 0.389 3.4296 o.01e.1 0.106S 
45 2.636 0.253 3.4560 0.021:! 0.1061 
•• 2.803 0.151 3.4960 -0.C.O~'f 0.1039 .. 3.04Q o.o 3.5216 o.o 0.1037 
•• 2.456 0.705 3.2436 0.2103 0.}061 49 z.te91 0.563 3.4&21 0.0134 0.1C59 
,o 2.911 0.427 3.48'34 O.Olc-7 0.1055 
" 
~-084 0.321 3.52&b -O.Cll3.3 0.1034 
>2 3.333 0.111 3. 5540 -U.C04'5 o. 1032 
53 3.b20 o.o 3.51:64 o.o 0.1021 
54 2.954 0.746 3.3028 - 0.2752 0.1051 
55 3.197 O.b04 3.5208 O.C.104 0.1051 
,. 3.378 0.495 3.5t:.l? -O.Cl94 0.1029 
57 3.629 c;.345 3.58t.5 -o.01ct- 0.10?7 
,. s .... 20 0.175 3.bl67 -0.0001 0.1022 
59 4-.223 o.o 3.b~09 o.o 0.1017 
60 3.470 o. 789 3. 3601 o.2eoo 0.1049 
61 3.61:-0 O.b10 3.5qz7 -0.0278 0.1025 
62 3.932 D .. 52'1 3.b}78 -0.{·190 (l.1024 
., 4.22c, 0.350 3.b499 -o.C14!) 0 .. 1018 
.. 4.532 0.175 3.bR?O -0.0Cf'l4 0.1014 
65 4.ft44 o.o 3.7129 o.o c.1010 
•• 3.92~ o.,:i21 3.43~4 o.ZP.63 0.101.r. 67 ... zoo 0.676 3.bS79 -V.0054 0.1010 
68 ,. 507 Q.!)07 3.0900 -0.0010 o.1cos 
•• 4.819 0.334 3.7221 o.oosc 0.1001 
70 ~.137 0.)61 3. 7!>30 0.0134 0.0998 
71 5.438 o.o 3 •. 1934 o.o 0.0"8~ 
72 4.~26 0.877 3.4910 o.zr,oq 0.1011 
13 4.Bt.l 0.102 3.7224 -0.014~ 0.1003 
.. 5.175, 0 • ~·2" 3.7543 -o.ooe9 o.099{jl 
75 5.4~!) O.)!)b 3.7e!)l -o.cocs Cl.0996 
1b !;t.803 0.192 3.f'l2'54 -o.c.13B 0.0'9fl;3 
71 e. .1t.e o.o 3.8572 o.o 0.0981 
.. !, .249 o. "137 3.~b23 0.2'?b9 c.1001 
7• '5 .t.ll) (l.,757 3.7q~4 -O.UlQ"I 0.0994 
RO !>. <,";;,t, o.~,e4 3. n;, ~9 -0.01 lti O.C99l 
61 t.. z.r.z 0.417 3.8t.b3 -O.t'/46 0.0978 
., b.ti.10 o.zzb 3.tl'-'79 -0.('110 .0.0"16 
83 1.0~~ o.o 3.Y3fl3 o.o 0.0971 
•• 0..020 1.00~ 3.ti.339 0.3028 o.o9'92 
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TABLE VI ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERClUTICAL FLOW 
M.6 lN CH.eN~E L FLCW1'.6TE.: 0.3t.32 CFS L.e.TERAL INFLOW: o.o CFS/FT SLOPE: 4.00 % 
POINT DOWNSTRE'A."4 TRANSVEI-.Sf VELOC.JTY IFPSl DEPTH 
DlSTANCE IFTt DI~T.6NCE IFTJ X-OIRECTIC!N Y-[)JRECTION IFTI 
0 o.o 0.500 3.4923 o.o 0.1040 
1 O.Ci36 C,.478 3.~lCJ!.i o.o 0.1036 
2 0.237 0.359 3.6089 o.o 0.1015 
3 CJ.449 o.?39 3. 7071 o.o 0.0995 
4 c, .671 0.120 3.8053 o.o 0.0975 
5 o.'9o.:. 0.000 3.9034 o.o o.0955 
b o .c,a 3 o.so1 3.6aeo 0.3C73 Q.089'5 
7 D.323 o.4o9 2.7942 0 .. 3038 0.0881 
6 0.577 0.311 3.9005 0.3008 0.0666 
• 0.842 0.211 4.00t,9 0.29E:!4 0.0854 10 1.120 0.111 4 .. 1138 0.29b2 0.0840 
11 l.424 o.o 4.3542 o.o o.0744 
12 o.ssfl 0.5lo6 3.8991 0.3249 0.0858 
13 0.825 0.449 4.00t,2 0.3217 0.0845 
14 1.104 Ci. 3~2 4.1137 0.3189 0.0832 
15 1 .• 397 0.253 4.2215 0.3166 0.0819 
lb l.7b4 0.121 4.4746 0.0211 0.0123 
17 2.125 o.o 4.5976 o.o o.Ct703 
,. 1.0Sb o.590 4.1123 0.3427 0.0823 
lY 1.379 0 ... 494 4.2207 0 ... 3397 0.0011 
20 1.666 o.397 4.3296 0.3371 o. 0798 
21 2.122 0.257 4.5963 0.0425 0.0103 
22 2.50b 0.130 4.7219 0.0214 o.ooe3 
23 2.910 ·o.o 4.84~9 o.o 0 ... 0665 
24 1 ... 667 0.639 4,..3283 0.3b07 0.0190 
25 1.989 Ci. ~44 4.4384 0.3~79 0.0118 
2b 2.498 o.3a9 4. 7193 0.0641 Ci.C684 
21 ~ .'-l{Jb 0.262 4.847b 0.0429 0.0665 
26 3.335 0.133 4.9775 0.0216 C.0646 
'" 
3.786 o.o 5.1091 o.o 0.0029 
30 2.306 0 ... 692 4.5477 0 .. 3790 0.0759 
31 2 .e.9.c. 0.524 4.8437 o.oese 0 .. 0665 
32 3.327 0.397 4.9749 o.oc.c.7 0.0647 
33 3. 782 0.266 5.1076 0.0433 o.ot.29 
34 4.260 o.13b 5.2426 0 ... 0212 O.Ot-12 
35 4.762 O. G 5.37'?3 o.o G.Ci596 
36 '3.b97 O.fOB 5.1516 0.4293 0.0594 
37 "t.248 0 ... 105 5.3048 o. 4086 0.0578 
36 4 .. 631· o. 59fil 5.4607 0.3E77 0.0562 
39 5.449 0 .. "'90 5.6197 0.3b67 0.0547 
--40 6-.-102 0.377 5 .. 7620 o.3:45.b 0.0533 
~1 6.14,-0 o.o 6.3202 O.G o.0473-
42 4.E-15 0.'901 5.4575 0.4!-48 0.0559 
43 5.441 0.799 5 .6189 0.4339 0 .. 0544 
44 6.104 0.693 5. 7f37 0.4130 0.0530 
45 6.807 O. 5A4 5.9520 0 ... 3919 0.0516 
4b '9.126 0 .. 194 6.5335 0.0454 0 ... 0456 
~7 10.206 o.o 6e75S2 o.o 0.0440 
48 b.087 1 ... 001 ~.7804 0.4817 0.0527 
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TABLE vn ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL PLOW 
H~JN C.H.AIHU:l FLOW RA TE-: 0.3b3Z CF! LATERAL !SFLOW: 0.01250 CFS/FT SLOPE: 4.oo % 
PC'lt.:T OOWNSTRF /..H TRJ..NSVFRSE VFLCCITY CFPSJ DEPTH 
OISTAfl:C[ ( F-T t DISTANCE l Fl I X-DlR[CllOt>. Y-OIRfCTJCN (FT) 
0 o.o 0.500 3.ti9.!.3 o.o 0.1040 
1 C,.03b D.476 3.5105 o.o 0.1036 
2 0.237 0.359 3.b089 o.o 0.1015 
3 0.449 0.239 3.1011 o.o o.0995 
4 0.671 0.120 ~.8053 o.o o.0975 
5 0.904 0.000 3.9034 o.o 0.095'5 
.. t.080 0.507 3.4984 0.2915 0.0968 
7 0.305 0.398 3.7083 o.121s 0.09Sl 
8 c.53ti 0.201 3.8096 0.1262 0.0934 
9 o.778 O.l7b 3.9110 0.1251 0.0917 
10 1.c31 O.Ob4 4.0126 o.1242 0.0900 
11 1.1eo o.o 4.1276 o.c Q,.Ob50 
12 o.~5? 0.54b 3.&997 0.3083 o.0934 
13 o.ao& 0.434 3 .. 9lfl9 o.11eo 0.0916 
14 1.061 0.-322 4.0203 0.1169 0.0900 
15 1.326 0.210 4.1219 0.1160 0.0883 
16 1.501 0.137 4.2412 -0.007S 0.0832 
17 1. e35 o.o 4.3548 o.o 0.('815 
18 1.096 0.591 3.9114 o.32eO o.OB99 
1• 1.380 0.478 4.1377 0.1072 o.osa1 
20 1.657 0.305 4.2394 0.1063 0.0665 
21 1.862 o.2e3 4.3b34 -0.0166 0.0814 
,2 2.,09 0.146 4.4771 -0.0090 c;.0797 
23 2.598 o.o 4.5995 o.o CI.C780 
24 1.101 0.642 4.l2b7 o.3439 0.0865 
25 
-""•021 0 .. 528 4.3617 0.(19)7 O.OS48 
,. 2.259 0.436 4.,4909 -O.Ci305 0.0796 
27 2.620 0.299 4.b045 -0.0230 o.01ao 
26 3.C23 o.1s2 4.7268 -0.0139 0.0764 ,. 3.462 o.o 4.8540 o.o 0.0748 
30 2.392 O.b99 4.3412 0.3623 Q.,0833 
31 2.696 o.5q4 4.o234 -o.0520 C.0780 
32 3.070 0.456 4.7368 -0.0445 0.0764 
33 3.4167 0.'.:;)09 4.6588 -0.0355 0.0748 
34 3.940 0.157 4.9655 -0.0215 0.0733 
3> 4.430 o.o 5.1162 o.o 0.0718 
3<> 3.112 0.759 4.6156 0.3847 o.01s1 
37 ... 3 .~68 0.623 4.9020 0.0042 0.0734 
38 4.014 0.480 5.0267 O.Cl32 0.0719 
39 4.496 0.332 S.1559 0.0211 0.0105 
40 S.Olb o.1eo 5 .. 2BB9 0.0467 0.0692 
41 5,.657 o.o :;.4b_.?9 o.o 0.(1666 
42 4.175 0.848 .1t.e91s 0.407t, 0-.0121-
40 4.724 0.697 5.2049 -0.0422 0.0703 
44 !,.218 o.S47 5.3324 -0.0284 0.0669 
45 5.,749 0.394 5.4632 -0.0068 0.0677 
•• 6.426 0.205 5.6448 -o.0557 0.0651 47 7.199 o.o 5.8lb0 o.o o.o63B 
48 ~.499 0.958 5.2059 0.4338 0.0690 
•• 6.141 0.796 5.5449 -o .1010 0.0672 
,o 6.681 o. 6't0 5.6723 -0.08!-5 o.0660 
51 7.,399 0.439 5.,6553 -0.1348 o.0635 
52 s.171 o.:z.34 t,.,(;200 -c,.0791 o.0623 
53 9.131 o.o b.2153 o.t 0.0610 
s .. 1 •. 122 1.094 5.5552 0.4629 0.0659 
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TABLE vm ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
MJ JN CHANNEL FLOW!:: ATE: 0.3032 CFS LATERAL INFLOW: 0.02360 CFS/Fl SLOPE: 4.oo % 
F-OINT DOWNSTREAM TRANSVERSE V~LOCITY (FPS t DEPTH 
0151 ANCE- CFTl Ol~TAt-!Cf IFT) X-DIRF.C.TlON Y-DlRECTlON t FT) 
0 o.o o.soo 3.4923 o.o 0.1040 
l o.036 0.476 3.5105 o.o 0.1036 
2 C.237 o.35<J 3.6089 o.c 0.1015 
3 (;.449 0.239 ~.7071 o.o o. Qljl95 
4 o.t.11 0.120 3.8053 o.o 0.0975 
5 0.904 0.000 3.9034 o.o 0.0955 
6 o.01e o. 507 3.338'5 0.2782 0.1034 
7 0.290 o.389 3.6323 -o.c,021 0.1011 
8 o.~o'+- 0.2b9 3. 7305 -0.0027 o.0991 
• o. 729 0 .. 150 
3.82~6 -o.C.026 0.0971 
10 C.964 o.·030 3.9267 -0 .. 0026 o.095z 
11 1.024 o.o 3.94~9 o.o 0.0948 
12 o.542 0.545 3 .. 5440 0 .. 2953 0.0997 
13 o. 791 o.420 3.8458 ~-0205 0 .. 0973 
14 1.020 0.300 3.9435 -0.0203 c.0953 
15 1.212 0 .. 179 4.0413 -v.0201 0.0934 
16 1 .. 335 o.149 4 .. 0644 -0.0175 0.0931 
17 1.65& o.o 4.1180 o.o o.0914 
18 t .C95 o.591 3 .. 754E 0.3129 0.0961 
1• t.373 0.464 4.0bb2 -0.0505 o.o93B 
20 1.630 0.341 4.1635 -o.o5C2 0.0919 
21 1.695 0.311 4.1865 -0.0476 0.0916 
22 2.026 O.lbl 4.2989 -o. 0300 0.0900 
23 2.405 o.o 4.41e2 o.o 0.0886 
24 1. 72t;:. 0.044 3.9701 0.3:;oc o.092i; 
,. 2.036 0.513 4.2935 -0.0890 0.0905 
26 2.103 0.483 4.3162 -0.0863 0.01101 
27 2.444 0.332 4.4273 -{).0687 o.oss6 
28 2.831 o. J70 4.5447 -O.C3B7 o.oe12 
29 3.264 o.o 4.,6690 o.o 0.0859 
30 2.446 0.104 4. lljll 7 0.3493 0.0895 
31 2 .. 557 0.660 4.,4513 -0.1345 0.0888 
32 2.907 o.soe. 4.!5607 -0.1168 o.oa12 
33 ~J.300 0.345 4.6759 -0.0868 (l.0859 
34 3. 738 0.175 4.7977 -o.0481 o.c.e47 
35 4.216 o.o 4.9235 o.o o.os36 
36 2. 706 o.12s 4.2559 0.3547 o.oee9 
37_ 3.096 0.576 4.co&6 -o.14~6 0.0870 
38 3.4~0 0.412 4. 7226- -0.1185 o-.CB58 
.. 3.927 0.241 4.8429 -0.0798 0.0846 
40 4 .. 403 0.06~ 4 .. 9670 -O.C3l 7 0.,08~., 
41 4.589 o.o 5.0098 o.o 0.0~33 
42 3.b46 O.fl04 4.5164 o.37b4 0.0859 
43 4.,145 0.629 4.8951 -0.1840 0.0841 
,.,, 4.588 0.457 15.0121 -o.1453 0.0830 
45 5.066 o.2a2 5. l 32 3 -0.0972 o.cazo 
40 5.248 0.210 5.1730 -o.065b 0.0819 
47 5.909 o.o S.3310 o.o 0.,0606 
48 4.882 0.907 4.8126 0.4010 o.oa33 
49 5 .. 469 o. 715 !:>.2171 -0.2554 0.0815 
50 5.1;43 o.~39 !,.3316 -o • 2(174 0.0806 
51 f. .,'11 o; o.477 5.361?3 -0.11~1 o.oeo6 
52 6.770 0.257 5.5196 -0.1102 0.071j14 
53 7.608 o.o S.6972 o.o 0.0764 
54 6.406 1 .. 034 5.1425 0.4285 o.oao1 
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TABLE IX ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
HAlN CHANl\:E.L FLCWRATE:: 0 .. 1967 CFS LATERAL INFLOW: o.o CFS/FT SLOPE: 1.00 % 
PC1INT OCWN~Tf.l;ft.M TR.ANSVE~.SE VELOCITY (FPS) DEPTH 
OISTA~JCf f FT) C·ISTANCE (FT l X-GIKECTlfJN Y-DIRECTION (FTI 
0 c.o 0.500 2 .. &097 o.o 0.0100 
1 (J.035 0.478 2.8153 o.o 0.0699 
2 0.221 0.359 2.8456 o.o O.C,694 
3 0.422 0.239 2.B7S8 O. C• C.0688 
4 0 .f,22 0.12CJ 2.9059 o.o 0.0683 
5 o.ezs 0.000 2.9361 o.o 0.0678 
• o.oso o.so7 2.9494 0.2458 0.0605 1 0.300 0,.409 2.9830 o.7424 0.0002 
8 c.539 0.310 3.0153 o.2412 0 .. 0598 
9 0.776 0.211 3.0476 0.2400 0.0595 
10 1.c11 0.112 3.0799 0.2309 C.0591 
11 1.284 0.:0 3.2349 o.o 0.0521 
12 0 .. 522 0.544 3.0160 o.2s13 0.0595 
13 0.760 o.44t- 3.0486 0.2502 0.0591 
14 1.002 0.349 3.0811 o.z4q1 0.0588 
15 1.z4c; c.2s1 3.1137 0.248C 0.0585 
lb 1. 566 0.123 3.2727 o.c.113 O.C,514 
11 1 .057 o.o 3. 3111 o.o 0.0507 
18 Ct.9~3 0.582 3.08C6 o.2567 o.o5s5 
19 1.230 0.4R5 3.1132 0.255b 0.0582 
20 1.482 o.387 3.145 e 0.2545 0.0579 
21 1.847 0.24"" 3.3080 0.0185 C.0509 
22 2.148 0.121 3.34f.9 0.0010 C.0502 
23 2.445 o.o 3.382Q o.o 0.0496 
24 1.463 0.622 J.1452 0.2621 0.0576 
Z5 1.110 o.525 3. l 71SO o.2t>1c, 0.0573 
26 2.135 0.3ti6 3.3434 0.0256 0.0503 
21 2.44-.. 0.242 3.3fl27 0.0140 0.0496 
28 2.74q 0.122 3.4190 0.0010 0.0490 
29 3.061 o.o 3.4554 o.o o.o4a!i 
30 1.962 0.664 3.2102 0.267S 0.0567 
31 2.42£ 0.489 3.3789 0.0328 0.0497 
32 2.747 0.365 3.4157 0.0210 o.0490 
33 3.060 0.244 3.4553 0.0140 0.0485 
34 - 3.3P.O 0.123 3.4919 0.0010 o.04ao 
35 :>.706 o.o 3.5288 o.o o.C474 
3b 3.037 0.753 3.5284 O.ZS-40 0.0444 
37 3.425 o.646 3.5743 0.2191 0.0438 
-- 38 3.803 o.s4a 3.6154 0.2123 0.0434 
39 4 .. 190 o.4.:.a °j.6566 0.2b50 0.-0429-
40 4.586 0.342 3.6981 0.2576 C.0425 
41 ~ .. 628 o.o 3.9031 o.o o.03e2 
42 3.aoq 0.817 3.bl05 0.3015 0.0431 
43 4.202 0.719 3.bb04 0.2943 0.0427 
44 4.603 o.£.19 3. 7024 0.2871 0.0423 
45 s.c15 0.518 3.744l! 0.2199 0.0418 
4b be380 0.165 3.9592 0.0252 o.o37b 
47 6.965 o.o 4.0175 o.o o.03bq 
48 4.5S4 o.se2 ~-7009 o.3os4 0.0421 
49 4.997 o.7e3 3.7435 0.3012 0.0417 
50 !l'.41'<> o.6B3 3.7863 o.2<,,40 0.0413 
51 b.890 0.317 4. 0076 0.0397 0.0370 
52 7:.!>0l 0.150 4.0674 0.0142 0.0363 
53 8.05b o.o 4.1161 o.o 0.0358 
54 5,.3c,<1 0 .. 950 3 .. 76't8 0.3154 0.0412 
55 5.C34 0.851 3.0282 o. 3092 o .. 0408 
•• 7e'il4 (l.,471 4.0564 0.0541 0.0365 
~1 8.052 0.304 4.1117. o .. oie4 0.0358 
58 Re626 0.154 4.16'74 0 • LJl 42 C.0353 
59 9.217 o.o .:..2215 o.o 0.0348 
bO 6e259 1.022 3.8702 0.3225 0.0402 
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TABLE X ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
HAIN CH.lNNE L fL(JWk.lTE: O.l9L1 CFS L.lTEP.AL JNFLOW: o.012so tFS/FT SlOf'E: 1.00 % 
POU'll OOWtJSTRl:'-M TRANSVfRSF VrLCCITY I FPSI DEPTH 
Ol~T.INCl: (FTI OJST,1,t1Cf- (FT) X-DJRlCTION Y-(ilRl:CTlCN IFTI 
0 o.o o.soo 2.8097 o.o 0.0700 
I o.u35 0 .. 47& 2.8153 o.o O.Ob99 
2 0.227 0.359 2.8456 o.o 0 .0',94 
3 C..422 0.2?9 2. 87!>8 o.o O.Ob88 
• lJ .622 0.120 2.9059 o.o O.Ob&3 
• 0.112 5 0.000 2.C-,,301 o.o o.Ob78 
• o.01s 0.506 2.6773 0.2231 c,.0694 7 0.211 0.3C,,0 2 .8594 O.C09b O.ObR8 
' 
0.476 0.211 2.ae1,17 O.V0'97 o.0683 
9 0.678 0.153 2.9200 o.oc'9t. 0.0618 
10 0.6f4 0.034 2.9502 O.OQ',lf, O.Ob73 
11 c.944 o.o 2.9644 o.o 0.0667 
12 Q.~U3 O.!i42 2.73b2 o.22eo 0.0686 
13 0.125 0.420 2.9?24 o.c.022 c..0&79 
,. 0.93] 0.300 2.9527 0.0021 0.067', 
15 1.140 Q.181 z.9e2e 0.0021 0.0669 
lb 1.203 0.146 2.9970 -o.OC,74 Q.0664 
17 J.465 o.o 3.0295 o.o 0.0661 
18 (.:.974 0.581 2.so21 0.2335 0 .. 0676 
19 1.201 0.458 2.9892 -0.(030 o.0670 
20 1 ... 21 0.339 3.0194 -0.0031 o.o664t 
21 1.461 0.301 3.0331 -O.Ol2b o .. 0659 
22 1.153 o .. 15t> 3.0b60 -o.cos2 0.0&56 
23 2.04b o.o 3.1024 o.c 0.0651 
24 1.412 0.623 2.Bbt.B o.2?e9 C.,,.0667 
25 t. 715 0.499 3.(!~59 -0.0102 0.0660 
2o 1.1e5 0.461 3.0704 -0.0197 o.C655 
27 2.054 0.315 3.1025 -0.0123 C.0652 
2B 2 .351 C.1'5~ 3.1308 -o.0071 &.C647 
29 2.t.61 o.o 3.1750 o.o 0 • .0643 
30 1.'l',15 o.t-6b 2.9318 0.2443 0.0658 
31 2.089 O.f.20 3.Joc7 -o.02"75 0.0651 
32 2.362 0 ... 14 3.13!"8 -0~0202 o.o& .. s 
" 
2.b63 o.31e 3.1149 -0.0150 Q.0643 
.. 2.977 o.1s9 3.2110 -0.0019 0.0639 
35 3.296 (: .o 3.2467 o.o o .. 0635 
36 £.}98 0.683 2.9616 0.2466 0.0649 
37 2.494 o. ~41 3.15b5 -o.c1e1 o.0644 
38 2.798 0.3B 5 3.1'?.27 -0.0136 o .o640 
39 J.114 0.226 ~.2287 -0.00t>5 0.0636 
40 3.43t: 0.068 3.2645 O.C.,013 0.0632 
., 3.577 o.o 3.2822 o.c o.C,629 
42 ;.>.E'39 o.737 3.0313 0.252t- 0.0043 
43 3.186 o.s76 3.2330 -0.021<:» 0.0637 
.. 3.~0b 0.417 3.2b88 -0.0209 0.0633 
45 3.832 0.256 3 .3053 -U.0130 0.0629 
46 3 .ct1b o.tfl9 3.3230- -o.C-143 0 .. 0626 
47 4.377 o.o 3.3634 o.o o.0623 
•• 3.598 0.000 3.1133 0.2~94 O.Ob34 49 3.970 0.635 3.3183 -0.0352 a.0628 
>O 4.301 0.475 3.3!>37 -0.0;:75 O.Ob25 
51 4.44(\ 0.406 3.3714 -0.0268 0.0622 
52 4.f!52 0.211 3.4114 -0.0145 O.Obl9 
53 5.333 o.c 3.4590 o.o 0.0614 ,. 4.417 O.fl6B 3.J',156 0.2663 0.0&26 
,. 4.eo~ 0.102 3.4034 -0.0454 o.Ob2l 
5• ~.~Sb 0.631 3.4212 -0.0466 o.0618 
57 5.3e,4 0.443 ;' .4607 -0.03,25 o.0615 
.. S.846 0.225 3.5079 -0.0\{10 0.0611 ,. t>.3t.6 o.o 3.5561 o.o 0.0607 
•o !.".;278 Q,.940 3 .. 2'753 0.2732 0.0619 
bl ~ ,.479 o.~5b 3.4706 -o.Ot>t,,2 O.Of:.14 
62 5.ec;i 1 O.bb1 3.5('19~ -0.0520 O.Obll 
•3 6.371:1 0.449 3.~5bb -o.CJ7b 0.0601 
64 t-.699 o.224 3.c,043 -0.0195 o.ob04 
•• 7.4-34 o.o 3.6519 o.o 0.0600 
•• ~ • 728 0.11,77 3.321<;1 o.:1t>E1 0.0013 67 t>.18~ 0.1~1 3.53P3 -O.Ot-07 o.0609 
•• 6 .. t>BO o.~73 3.~U4~ -Q.O'oti3 o.ObO! 
•• 1.;:-03 o.~.c.6 3.6323 -o.02s2 0.0601 7l• 1. 740 0.125 3.t.7',16 -0.(•0dl o.0598 
71 b.041 o.c 3.7072' o.o 0.0596 
72 b.1tib J.Ob4 3.4132 0.2ll4lo 0.0607 
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TABLE XI ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITIChL FLOW 
HAIN tliANIIIEL fLUWPAlE: o.Jctb7 CFS LATERAL INF-Lew: 0,023b0 CFS/FT SLOPE:i- l.OO % 
POINT UL'WN~TRf-A"' TPAN!.\lf:'P.S[ Y!.LfJCJTY IFPS) DEPTH 
OJST.ii~Cr. ( FT I C:.]STAN(f I FT) X-!JIRf:tlll!N Y-OIP.EC.TICN I fl I 
0 o.o Ci• ',UC1 2.t041 o.o 0.07(JO 
1 c,.210 o •. 3b9 2.f:430 o.o o.069" 
2 C.361 0.276 2.Bb63 o.o 0.0690 
3 G.~13 0.184 2 .i:lb96 o.o 0.01,eb 
4 o.t.t.Et 0.092 2.9128 o.o o.ot.ez 
5 Ci.BL 5 o.o 2.93bl o.o o.o67e 
6 o.438 o.s31 2.sc,12 C.2C•69 0.0767 
7 O.t,C.~ 0.4?3 ;,.eoss -0.1523 o.0753 
8 c..744 0.32U 2.A264 -0.1492 0.0748 
• o.ee:4 0.211 7 .84Bf -0.]4£17 o.0742 ID 1.027 c.11s 2 .e111 -0.1482 0.0131 
II 1.191 o.o 2.f:1049 o.o o.osot. 
12 o .• bCS 0.567 2.SEBO o.21s1 U.0742 
13 0.979 0.455 Z.8609 -o.1416 0.0737 
14 t .12 5 c.353 2.8916 -C.l.t.,lo 0.0732 
15 1.212 0.25£ 2.914t-O -0.1411 0.0727 
16 1.415 0.155 2.B4b4 o.uo5a o.c,795 
17 }.t47 o.o 2.sseo o.o 0 .C,785 
18 1.185 0.599 £.633'il 0.2195 0.0737 
,. 1.365 0.486 2.9186 --0.1556 0.0731 
20 l.~14 o •. 384 2. 'irlt 10 -0.1552 o.0726 
21 1.634 0.303 2.8722 -O.C:,092 0.0796 
22 1.670 0.145 2.913b -0.0149 o.o7Bb 
23 2.093 o.o 2.93b8 o.o 0.0786 
-- 24 1.589 0.632 2.b69l 0.2224 0.0139 
25 t.771 o.szo £.9635 -0.17f2 0.0129 
26 l.866 0.455 2.8933 -0.0332 o.CtOl 
27 2.105 o.2c;,s 2.9345 -0.0387 0.0790 
28 2.326 o.146 2 .95',3 -o.0238 0.0191 
,. 2.'557 o.o 2.97',14 o.o 0.0796 
30 2 .005 o.t.67 2.1213 0.226P 0.0731 
31 2.103 C.607 c.9211 -0.03f.5 0.0191 
32 2.31t-7 ·o.44'5 2.9682 -0.0440 O.U7f!6 
33 2.571 0.300 2.9929 -0.0292 o,01e1 
34 2.801 0.154 3.0127 ~.0055 o.0792 
35 3.050 o.o 3.04~:i°l o.o o.01e1 
3b 2.204 0.68lt- 2.6534 0.2211 0.0829 
31 2.460 {,.514 2 .91t-?4 -0.1089 0.(·814 
38 2.674 0.363 2.9660 -0.0929 0.0615 
39 2.695 0.211 2.9S':>2 -0.0089 c.oe20 
40 3.13:! c.os1 3.0177 -O.Ot.30 0.0815 
41 3;210 o.o 2.9f95 o.o 0.0644 
42 2.7b5 0.130 z.7493 o. 2291 O.OBC'6 
43 3.021 0.571 3.C17c;, -o.o<:t31 0.0805 ,... 3.243 0.423 3.0371 -0.0698 o.oa10 
45 3.lt-88 0.263 3.0694 -o.ot39 o.oeos 
.. 3.552 0.222 3.0404 -0.001!- 0.0835 
47 3.904 o.o 3.0<,111 o.o 0.0826 
48 ).319 0 .. 111 '1.8096 0 .. 2341 o.oso1 
49 3.57q o.t-19 3.0730 -0.0892 c,.oe 10 
>O -3.E2b 0.455 3.10~2. -o.oe3s o.oeos 
51 3.876 o.426 3.07!:15 -0.0215 0.08~5 
52 4.233 0.201 3.12,;e -0.0199 o.oe26 
53 4.563 o.o 3.1600 o.o 0.,0826 
54 3.679 0.823 2.Sb42 0.2387 0.0813 
55 4.,170 0.651 3.1365 -0.1Cib4 o.OBOb 
56 4.206 0.628 3.10~2 -0.0451 0.,0838 
57 4.567 0.,400 3.l~Bl -0.0432 o.oaza 
58 4.59b o.198 3.1'116 -u.0;33 O.Ol'28 
59 !>.228 o.o 3.2230 o.o 0.0630 
60 ... 516" o.tt7b 2.9397 0.2450 o.osos 
61 ... 571 O.fl44 ;l.l5lb -o.o~7b O.OP.34 
b2 4.9"0 O.bl'-t 3.20)3 -o.O!-bO 0.0824 
63 5.271 0.4)4 3.2J4b -0.03b2 0.0824 
64 S•bC3 0.21~ 3.2b!i3 -0.0130 Q.,0827 
" 
5.983 o.o 3.3072 o.o o.oe23 
06 It .631 O.flPlb 2.905:?. 0.2421 o.oes1 
•7 5.(ll7 O.f.5e. 3.tectz -o.oc;,z7 o.OP.'.:'9 
68 5.;140 0.453 3.2218 -0.0723 o.Ofl39 
•• s.t,c,S (i.253 J.2s,2 -o. Q.r.89 0.0841 70 6.037 Q,.('31 3.29:,b -0.0358 o.oa37 
" 
6.090 o.o 3.2600 o.o o.oesz 
1? !..4fl0 C.957 3.0100 o.?!:10'9 o.oe35 
73 !..~b3 0.1 .. 2 3.2PlC> -0.0l:lb~ O.OB.32 
7' h.19) o.544 3.31 Jq -o. Ot>3"' O.(IB34 
75 t..560 0.323 :~.3!-19 -0.0~01 0.0630 
7o ir..t,11 0.29£< 3.33(•7 -0.01 '52 o.oei.5 
77 l.140 o.o 3.3qt,7 o.o o.oe39 
•• n.)J 7 1.02b 3.0'ilbT 0.2!>81 O.OB3l 
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TABLE XII ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
MAIN CHANNEL fLCWR,t,Tf: 0.1967 CFS L.e.TfRAL INFLOW: 0 .o C.FS/FT SLOPE: 4.oo % 
POINT OC!ftNSTREA~ lRANSVfRSf YELOC.lTV (FPS) DEPTH 
DISlANCE IFT) DISTANCE IFTI X-DTRECTION Y-Ol~ECTION (FT) 
0 o.o o.soo 3.3336 o.o 0.0590 
I 0 .(149 C..478 3.3561 o.o 0.0587 
2 0.323 0.359 3.4791 o.o 0.0569 
3 c,.e15 C,.239 3.6029 o.o 0.0552 
4 0.924 c.120 3.7275 o.o 0.0536 
5 1.250 0.000 3.8531 o.o 0.0521 
b 0.116 0.510 3.4934 0.2911 0.0517 
7 CJ .44~ 0.41.:0 3.6316 o.2a69 0.0504 
• 0.795 o.314 ::.. 7_69':il o.2es3 0.0492 9 1.166 0.-216 3.9097 o.zs40 0.0479 
10 1.563 0.111 4.0511 0.2830 0.0466 
11 2 .c,12 o.o 4.2954 o.o 0.0419 
-----
12 o.,a1 · 0.565 3.7709 0.3142 0.0485 
13 1.158 0.470 3.q}26 0.3128 0.0473 
14 1.ssa 0.375 4 .. 0559 o. 3116 0.0461 
15 1.963 0.279 4.2009 0.3112 0-.0449 
lb 2.546 0.148 4,.4715 o .. o31e 0 .. 0401 
17 3.137 o.o '4.6572 o.o 0.0384 
18 1.540 0.628 4 .. 0548 o.3379 0.0456 
19 1.c;.oa o.53b 4.ZOlC 0.3366 o.c,445 
20 2 .421 0.443 4.3491 o.3360 ('.04?4 
21 3.104 0.297 4.ib450 0.0575 0.0366 
22 3.753 o.t4e 4.8393 0.0247 0.0369 
23 4.423 c.o 5.02P5 o.o 0.0355 
24 2.4C3 0.100 4.34EIO 0.3623 0.0429 
2S 2.eas 0.610 4 .. 4993 0 .. 3615 0.0419 
2o 3.7(,2 o.452 4.8222 O.Ofl38 0.0371 
27 4.414 0.302 5.0259 Q.{'5C,O o. 0355 
28 5.l43 0.154 5.2226 0.0252 C.0341 
,. 5.927 o.o 5.4245 o.o 0 .. 0328 
30 3.31e O. 7Bl 4.6517 o.3876 0.0405 
31 4.341 0.612 5.0034 0.1110 0.0357 
'2 .. 5.124 0.4bl s.2113 0.07~9 0.0342 
33 5 .917 o.313 5.4219 0.0511 0.0328 
34 6.769 O.libO ~-b323 0.0259 0.0316 
35 7.b87 o.o 5.84t90 o.o 0.0304 
36 5_. 751 o.979 5.4165 o.4514 0.0318 
37 6.BSb 0.860 - s .os.99-- o.4148 Q-;,Q30't 
38 7.960 0.743 5.'il4bl 0.38.77 0.0291 
39 9.}56 0,.618 6.2107 0.3604 0.0279 
40 10.460 0.48b o.4ess o.3317 0.0268 
41 15.047 o.o 7.4009 o.o 0.0231 
42 8.127 1.177 5.9851 0.4988 o.02e1 
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TABLE xm ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
MAlN (KANNEL FLOWRATF.: o.1iyt,.7 CFS LATEKAL lNFLCW: o.01250 CFS/fl SLOPE: 4.00 % 
PDlNT oowr~STREA~ TRA~SVERSE VELOCITY (FPS) OEPTH 
DlST.t..lltCf I FT) OISTI..NCF IFTJ X-DIRECTICN V-OlR'fCT ION I FT) 
0 o .o o.soo 3.3336 o.o o. 0590 
l o.049 0.478 3.35bl o.o 0.0587 
2 o.323 0.359 3.4791 o.o 0.0569 
3 0.615 0.239 3.6029 o.o o.oss2 
4 o .. 92.t.. 0.120 3.7275 o.o 0.0536 
5 1.250 0.000 3.8531 o.o o.os21· 
6 o.1oq o.509 3 .. 1760 ('1.26.t,7 0.0604 
7 0.399 0.390 3 .. 4794 -0 .0768 0.0583 
• 0.682 0.26~- 3.5997 -o. 0757 0.0565 9 0.982 o.-141 3.7210 -0.0755 0.0548 
10 1.297 0.011 J,.B"t31 -O.C754 o.os32 
11 1.341 o.o 3.6331 o.o 0.0543 
12 Oo,·7R4 o.565 3.437.5 o_.2665 0.0572 
13 1.146 0.433 3.7645 -0.1256 o.Oss1 
14 t.463 0.304 3.BPbO -0.1261 0.0534 
15 t. 794 0.177 4.0071 -o. )258 0.0518 
lb 1.020 (1.167 3.9923 -0.05,05 0.0530 
17 2.306 o.o 4.1468 O.(; 0.0519 
18 1.658 0.638 3.7212 0.3l0b o.U54l 
19 2.093 0.496 4.0814 -0.2069 0.0520 
20 2..445 o.3bl 4.2026 -o. 2074 0.0504 
21 2.446 0.361 4.1622 -0.1320 0.0517 
22 2.933 0.193 4.3298 -0.0816 0.0507 
23 3.55~ o.o 4.5033 o.o 0.0497 
24 2.768 o. 731 4.0478 o.3313 0.0512 
25 3.298 o.~b5 4.4347 -o.3303 0.0490 
2b 3.2t,B 0.577 4.4081 -0.2550 0.0504 
27 3.748 0.4G7 4.5462 -0.2047 0.0495 
28 4.348 0.214 4.7067 -0.1231 0.0487 
29 5.104 o.o 4.~929 o.o . o.0479 
30 4.290 0.657 4.41S9 0.3662 0.0463 
31 4.413 0.823 4.6883 -0.4470 O.O't9l 
32 ... 4.891 O.t.45 4.Sle~ -o. 3952 o.04B2 
33 5.449 0.453 4.'i606 -0.3136 0.0476 
;4 6.136 0.241 5.1230 -O. l905 0.0471 
35 7.058 o.o 5,.3215 o.o 0.0466 
36 4.M-6 o.ee1 4.45Be 0.3716 0.0498 
37 5.259 o. 706 4.tJ7b1. -o.5229 0.0485--
38 5. 787 o.~13 5.0102 --0.4422 O.C479 
39 6.432 0.299 5.1628 -0.3203 0.0475 
40 l.293 0.053 5.3457 -0.1314 0.0471 
41 7.505 o.o s.3729 o.o 0.0477 
42 6.676 1.056 4.9130 0.4094 0.01+12 
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TABLE XIV ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
,..AlN CHANNEL FLOWKATE: 0.19oT CFS LATfR.l-L INFLr.W: 0.02360 CFS/FT SLOPE: 4.oo '% 
POINT ocwt:STREAM TRANSVERSE VELCCITY !FPS) DEPTH 
{JISTANC.E (FTJ DISTAr..:CE IFT) X-DIRECTION Y-OlRECTION IFT) 
0 o.o o. ~oc 3.333b o.o 0.0590 
1 C.307 0.366 3.4719 o.o 0.0570 
2 o.s21 0.274 3.5664 o.o 0.0557 
3 o.758 0 .183 3.t.614 o.o 0.0545 
• CJ.999 0.091 3.7570 o.o 0.0533 
> 1.250 c. 000 3.8531 o.o o.0521 
" 
0.093 o.5se 3.1602 0.2634 0.0651 
7 0.959 0.428 3.561:/4 -0.37?-8 o.0620 
B l .158 0.319 3.b51f\ -0.3700 0.0604 
9 l.3b2 0;20.,. 3. 7347 -0 • 3695 0.0589 
10 1.574 0.101 3.8178 -0.3693 o.os1s 
11 1 .. 798 o.c 3.77~7 o.o 0.06.ltZ 
12 1-.-408 0.617 3.4026 o_. 2_e3~ 0.0616 
13 1.130 0.474 3.8265 -0.4667 0 .. 059-2 
14 l.94b o.3E>I 3.,r,,101 -0.4661 0.0577 
15 2 .. 169 0.249 3.9928 -0.465b 0.0563 
16 2.293 0.193 3.93(14 -0.1000 o.o63B 
17 2. 778 c.o 4.C724 o.o 0.0634 
lB 2.324 o.694 3.6565 0.3047 0.0593 
1• 2.12 .. o.s2s 4.1133 -O.t,197 O .. CS6B 
20 2.954 0.407 4.1930 -0.6192 0.0554 
21 2.'146 0.410 4.1029 -o. 25~4 o.oti37 
22 3.,405 (1.216 4 .. 2326 -0.1551 o.0635 
23 ).,984 c.c 4.3759 o.o c.Of.3S 
24 3.608 o.eo1 3.9389 0.3282 o.c~77 
25 4.163 o.~13 4.4517 -O.Bfl6l 0.0546 
26 3.964 0.675 4.32'?'4 -O.SL32 o.Ob40 
27 4.372 Cl.482 4.4406 -o. 4220 o.0641 
28 4.867 0.210 4.,55c;.5 -0.2670 o.0648 
29 !;;.611 o.c 4. 7093 o.o (1.0664 
30 5.,7q4 0.983 4.3950 0.3662 0.0545 
31 5.8(.'16 o.~1P. 4.7203 -O.E'-9bl 0.0627 
32 o.146 o .. 799 4.80416 -0.7937 0.0630 
33 t:..Slb o.n21 4.8943 -o. 63b5 o.0644 
34 7.050 0.392 4.994e -0.3713 o.0670 
35 ts.192 o.o 5.2118 o.o o.o&e7 
36 !:i.837 0.98b 4.3400 0.3617 0.0640 
37 b .-277 0.816 4.e.or;,5- - -o. S697 0.0037 -
,s 6.633 0.040 4.8922 -0.7162 0.06~2 
39 1.147 C,.414 4.,q901 -0.4519 0.0679 
40 8.251 0.011 5.2023 -0. (lB39 0.0097 
41 P. .307 o.o !5.1929 o.o o.01oe 
42 7.462 1.122 4.7361 0.3947 0.0&17 
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Fig. 12 Relationship Between Depth and Downstream Distance for Super-
critical Flow; Q = 0.3632 cfs, 5 = 1%: (A) q* = 0.0 cfs/ft 
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Cross Wave Patterns for Supercritical Flow; Q = 0.3632 
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Fig. 14 Relationship Between Depth and Downstream Distance for Super-




















































Fig. 15 Cross Wave Patterns for Supercritical Flow; Q = 0.3632 cfs, 
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Fig, 16 Relationship Between Depth and Dowostream Distance for 
Supercritical Flow; Q = 0.1967 cfs, S0 = 1%: (A) q* = 0.0 
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Fig. 17 Cross Wave Patterns for Supercritical 
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Fig. 18 Relationship Between Depth and Downstream Distance for Super-
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Fig, 19 Cross Wave Patterns for Supercritical Flow; Q = 0.1967 cfs, 
S0 = 4%: (A) q* = 0.0 cfs/ft (B) q* = 0.0125 cfs/ft (C) q* = 0.0236 cfs/ft 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The ability to accurately predict the flow conditions 
for spatially varied flow in rectangular expansions is of 
great importance in the design or analysis of systems where 
this type of flow occurs. Not only is the centerline 
profile important, but also the sidewall profile and the 
general properties and conditions of the flow system. 
This project was performed to establish mathematical 
models that can be used to determine various flow conditions. 
The results obtained from this study indicate that 'the flow 
conditions for both subcritical and supercritical spatially 
varied flow in rectangular expansions can be determined 
with good accuracy. This is confirmed by comparing the 
results computed using the developed mathematical models to 
- -tha t--obtained from experimental analysis. - This- further 
indicates that the basic assumptions made for the 
analytical analysis are justified and introduce negligible 
error in the results. 
For subcritical spatially varied flow, the following 
conclusions are noted: 
1. The analytical and experimental cente~line profiles 
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follow very closely for the beginning portion 0£ the test 
section. The analytical profile levels off further down-
stream than the experimentally measured water surface 
profile. 
2. For the same main channel flow conditions, the 
largest percentage increase in water depth from the point of 
divergence occurs when there is no lateral inflow. This is 
due to the £act that added lateral inflow causes an increase 
in downstream momentum which results in a much larger 
initial £low depth in the test section. 
3. The discrepancies between the analytical and 
experimental results, demonstrated in the case when lateral 
inflow is added to the test section, is believed to be the 
result of inaccurate boundary shear calculations. In 
which, the effect 0£ the lateral inflow on the shear stress 
computation was not taken into consideration. 
For spatially varied supercritical flow through a 
transition, it is concluded that: 
],. The chi'iracteristic method derivec!, ba1:;_ed on_ th<;! 
momentum approach, is an accurate method for analyzing 
such flow phenomena. 
2. The analytical model developed in this study 
provides accurate predictions of the flow profile in the 
expansion section as long as the main channel flow has the 
dominate effect on the £low characteristics. That is to 
74 
say, if the lateral inflow is too large, the effect of the 
added discharge tends to cause great disturbances on the 
standing waves, which are used as the characteristic lines 
for the analytical computations. Such disturbances are 
believed to be responsible for the discrepancies observed 
between the analytical and experimental results. This is 
shown in Figs. 12(c) and 16(c). 
3. The prevailingness of the main channel flow of the 
supercritical flow characteristics is determined not only 
by the rate of the main channel discharge, but also by the 
magnitude of the channel slope. It is noted in this study 
that larger main channel flowrates and/or channel slopes 
often yield better results. This can readily be seen by 
comparing Figs. 12(c) and 14(c); 16(c) and 18(c) fo~ the 
effect of slope and Figs. 12(c) and 16(c); 14(c) and 18(c) 
for the effect of the rate of discharge. 
4. It is also noted that the effect of a large lateral 
inflow is seen in the form of undular jumps along the 
centerline. When such phenomena occur, the characteristic 
method fails to predict the flow profile, since the 
characteristic lines, i.e. standing waves, no longer exist. 
For a more complete analysis on spatially varied flow 
in rectangular expansions, future studies should be 
conducted for systems with non-linear boundaries and 
lateral inflow in a form other than uniform sheet flow. 
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cross sectional area of a flow section, L2 ; 
width of channel, in y-direction, L; 
Chezy friction coefficient; 
depth of flow section, L; 
Darcy - Weisbach friction coefficient; 
Froude number; 
gravitational acceleration, LT- 2 ; 
friction head loss, L; 
pressure correction factor; 
characteristic length, L; 
momentum 
momentum 
-2 flux of the main flow, MLT 
flux of the lateral inflow, MLT-
2 
Manning roughness coefficient; 
pressure force of the main flow, MLT-
2 
pressure force acting perpendicular to the side-
wall, MLT-2 
3 -1 
main channel flowrate, L T -
2 -1 lateral inflow per unit length, L T ; 
boundary resistance force, M; 
hydraulic radius, L; 
energy grade line slope; 
channel slope; 

















x - component of the main flow velocity, LT-1 ; 
resultant main flow velocity, LT-1 ; 
-1 
mean velocity of the main flow, LT ; 
y - component of the main flow velocity, LT-1 ; 
force due to the weight of the fluid, MLT- 2 
-1 
z - component of the main flow velocity, LT ; 
distance downstream from the origin of the 
divergent section, L; 
angle of divergence; 
momentum flux correction factor; 
specific weight of fluid, ML- 2T- 2 
angle the channel floor makes with the horizontal; 
mass density of fluid, ML- 3 
boundary shear stress, ML- 2 ; 
angle of the lateral inflow velocity vector with 
the flow direction. 
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APPENDIX III 
FLOW CHARTS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN THE ANALYSIS 
OF SUBCRITICAL AND SUPERCRITICAL SPATIALLY 
VARIED FLOW IN RECTANGULAR EXPANSIONS 
START 
. 




















D vs. X 
0/01 vs. X/B 
_/ 
STOP 






















Fig. A-2 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SUBCRITICAL FLOW 

























































THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE FLOW F'ROflLE F(•R SPATIALLY 
VARlLO SUhtRlTlCAL FLCW IN A REC1ANGULAR [XPANSlOk. 
A PLOT IS M~DE COMPARING THIS PROFILE WI1H 1Ht 
EXPEkIMtNTAL P~OFJLE. 


















NUML\l::R OF DAT A SCTS 
NUMutR o~ tXPERI~~NlAL POINTS PER ~ATA SET 
c',-;ANNEL SLf•PE (fl /Fl I 
MUM!::NTUM FLUX CllRREC.llON f1,C.TllR 
l#,NGfNT Of" TH~ !iIVfflGl-Nl ANGLf. 
lNJTIAL WlLTh U~ THl CHANNEL (Fll 
LATERAL l~FLOW lCFS/FTI 
f'hLSSUkE. l.CKRfC.l lflN FACTOR 
lNIT.lAL U!::PTH (Fl) 
RAT J.0 Of Ttll- Clk(UMFERENCE (lf A C)RCLE 
TU ITS DlAMlllR 
VfRTlCAL DISTANCE THE: LATERAL INFLOW FALLS (flt 
Gfi.AVITATirNAL /(C.tL[R.ATlON IFl/StC••z, 
JNC1tLM£ NT .&L CHArJC,I: IN UOWNSTRtAM OlSTANCE lft I 
l~lTlAL OOWNSTRE:AM UISTANC.E lFT, 
MAIN CHANNl::L FLl1W~ATE:. (CFSJ 
MArl:-.tlNG'~ l{UU(,HNF-~S c.or-FFlCifr~T 
TOlAL LLN(,Ttl Of- CHt.NNEL Rt ACH lJNDfk ANALYSIS (FT) 
Sf>fCIFlt Wl::lCHT Of lllE fLUIO IL£1./t'T••31 
THl- MlNlHUM VALUE'S UN THf PLUT A.Kl [JfNUllO bY TtlE 
1 MIN' f'RfFIX AI\ID lHf ~C.A.Lt: FA(..TORS AKI- Ot:NUl(·O 
bV THI: '!.C. 1 PR! FIX. 
OIMtN5,llJN llAT/d 102'+1 
hEAL AltOl,Dll2~1,0PIIZ511Xll251,XPl12Sl,00Ill25J 1 0DJP(l25)t 
1xe11,~t,XLPl1~51,KP,E~Xl25),EXD(2~l,EXX8(2~1,EX00112S),NUM,N, 
( MlNXP ,M l'N>.bll, Ml NOP ,Ml N(JO ,H!Jll[X ,MINE 0,111NE Xh ,MiNEXO 
lNTE:.(,(R H 
CA.LL f>LOTS(DATA,40~6) 
CALL FACT('R 10.11 
R[AD(~1lO~L) L,Nf~P 
R£olOl'>1lOt-UIMINXP,~ltlOP,MlNX6P,MINOO,MlNt-X,MltlEO,MlNf.X81MINEXO 
Rt AL.ii~ t LOt,Lt I ~CXP, !.COP I SCXU P, SCCID, SC.t: X, !>C1:D, S.C1: XB, SCl;J(O 
UO lLC 11~1,L 








ALPl'i,&.:::All~A• I 80 ./PI 
WR11llo,1GL'OI t,1 

























































































00 .. ti 






















t AttUMULAllON OF THE EXPtRlMENTAL DATA 
c 
t 
DO 10 jJ ... l,NEXP 









IflllJ-bl/51*5•NE.IJ-b11 GO TO 30 
JJ=JJ+l 







l AU= I l1 0 4; •G.AMA•v•v•N•N }/( RAO••o .3333 I 
C All) Tt1R(,UGH Alfll ARE: THE: JNOIVJOUAL TEllMS JN THE 
t tXPRtSSltlN f-DR DD/CX 
c 
c 






















IFCXIJI.G~.01$1 GO TO 50 
6=B·~··ox•TAN,t, 
,Eo+os1 AR•ox 
GU Tci 20 
t lVE:RV FlflH ANALYTICAL POINT IS PLOTTED 
c . 
~0 K~IJ/~l•l 






































































































)U'll)sXl,'tt-lt•!>•l) SUB 117 
DPCJJ .. ot.c1-11•s•1» sue 11e 
XBPlJ)s:XBllJ-ll•S+J) SUB 119 
00 ODlPll)l:DDllll-1)•5+1) SUB 120 
XP111:::x111 sue 121 
0 .. (1J•Dl1) SUB 122 
XBP(lJ .. J(r.lIJ SUB 12.3 
OOIPlll>:DDJ(ll SUB 121t, 
C SUB 125 
t THE ~lll1~CRlPT (K•ll IS A HINJMUM FOR THC PolRTICULAR SUB 126 
C VAl..}Ahl.( TO bf PLOTTfO sue 127 
C SUB 128 
XPIK•ll=Hl/ltXP SUB 129 
01-'(K+ll=::MlNlJP SUB 130 
XbPlit.+1 );..l'JNXBP sue 131 
OOlP(a<,•l l=MINOD sue 132 
1-XXIK+l )=MlNCX sue 133 
fXDIK•l J=HJNtO SUB 134 
lXXl:Hr<,+ll==MlNfXb SUB 13~ 
EX LOI tK+l J::MlNEXD SU6 l)b 
c sue 137 
C THE SUl!.5CR.1Pl IK+2l IS THl:' VALUE OF ONE DIVISION SUB 13B 
C l,N THI: A>.I::. OF THE PLOT SUB 139 
C SUB l'tO 
XPIK+21-=::.CxP SUB l',l 
OPCK•~lcSC.[1P SUb 142 
x~.-IK.•21::~cx~P sue 14,3 
f1CrlP I K.+2) i:!ICD[J sub 144 
LXX!r<,•21=~C[X SUB 1'+5 
lXCotK.•;::),.SCtO ~UB l4t. 
EXXU{K+2)=SCEXB sue 147 
f-XDDll"-•lJ=::.Cf.XO SUB 1"'8 
C SUB l'-9 
C SCALlNG or TH[ VARIABLES TO ~F PLOTTED SUb 150 
c sue 1s1 
oo 10 1 .. 1,K sue 1!>2 
XPltl::().P(ll-XP(K+lll/XPIK+2J SUS 1~3 
OP(IJ"(DPlll-UP(K.+11)/0P(K+,2) SUB 1'54 
Xt\Pll)~(Xt,PCII-Xt\P(K+l1)/X.6PIK+21 SUS 155 
lJllll"ll)c:ILOJl-'CII-LlOlPIK+llllDOJPCK+2t SUB l~b 
E>IX( 1 l=lf-XXll 1-EXXIK•lll/FXX(l<,•21 SUB 1'57 
fXllCllhcrxo11l-lXldK•ll)/EXOIK•21 sua )51' 
tXXF-ll)"'ll'Xll.Blll-1:.XXhlK•l)J/lXX61K•21 ~\'" l~'t 
70 t:XL.:lJlc°l l=ILAOD1 Cl l-EXOOltK•ll l/£X0011K•l) Sl. lt.0 
c sue 161 
C LOCATINU ANO LAblLlNU THE AX~S sua lb2 
c sue lb3 
CALL A.XlS(0.o,o.o,•ooWN!:.TIU:AM DIST/.NC[ IFr,•,-ztt,6.,0.0,XPCK•l), sue lb4 
lXF' II<.+;, I) SU6 lb5 
CALL ,-.x1s10.o,1.1.t:, 1 l)ll'TH IF1) 1 ,10,3.,1:10.,0PCK+tl,DPIK+2ll SUB lbb 
C,6,LL AXIStU.o,s.o,•nowNSTREAM D1STANCE:/JNITIAL WlDTH',-33,&.,o.o, ~us lf.7 
IX~PCK+l),X~H'IK•..:IJ SUB lbe 




c. sue 111 
C SU[HI.OUTlNl ~M(IOTH IS USE:O FOR THE ANALYTIC.AL PROFILE sue 172 
C I SUB 173 




































O l l"i 
Cl 11 ~ 
01 lb 




















00 60 l~Z,KK 
BO CALL ~MOOTHIXPll),DP(J),-2) 
CALL SH001HIXPtK),OPtK),-9q9) 
CALL PLOTto.o,o.0,-3) 
C SUBROUTlNE SYMBOL JS USED FOR THE EXPf.RJHENTAL RESULTS 
c 
t 
DO YO JJcl 1 NE:XP 
'10 CALL ::.YM\:S[lLIEXXIJJ),EXDIJJt,.oa,1,0.0,-1, 
CALL ::.Y~BCL(l.o,1.o,u.11,•_ ANALYTICAL',0.0,12) 
(ALL ~YMt.(,Ltt.o,2.1s,.1s1,• lXPERlMENTAL 1 ,0.0,15) 
CALL PLCTIO.o,~.0,-3} 
CALL 5MGOTHIXUP(l),DDIPl11,(J) 
DO lll!J 1"1,KK 
100 CALL ~MG01HIXLIPIJl,U01Plll,-2) 
C~LL SMOCTHIXbPIKl1DOJP(K),-9q9) 
C.ALL PLL1f(c,.o,o.o,-3J 
DO 110 JJ=l,NCX~ 
110 CALL ~YM8rL(EXXblJJ1,fXUOl{JJJ,.oe,1,o.o,-11 
CALL !Y~fl•Ltl.0,3.0,0.11,'_ ANALVTJCAL',0•0,12) 
CALL ~YHAltL(t.o,2.lS,.157,• fXPfRI~fNlAL •,o.0,15) 
1000 f-0f{f"',,b..l{ 1 1',////////,l~X.·~AIN CHANN[L fLr,w~ATE: 1 ,fb.J,• CFS•/t 
1010 FORMAT I 1 1 ,37X 11LAlf:R.AL INFLCJ\o,'; •,F-1.4, 1 (FS/.f-1 1 ) 
1020 fUkMJ.tt• •,;1x, 1 uowr,s1RfAM 1 ,14X, 1 UE ... 1M CFTl 1 ,13X, 1 PERCENT 1 ) 
1030 FORMAT I ' 1 , 31Xt'015 TAN(.~ I Fl 11 14X t I ANAL YT l(Al I t 2Xt 1 ~XPER !MENTAL t t 
,~x,•uJFFtktNtr•1 




C SH}FTS PLOTTCk PlN FCJk AN~THER SET OF OATA 
c 





















































































NO I = NP+ I 
IS x-s XMAX 
NO 







SO L\/E FOR THE 
FIRST -C CURVE 





I= L+ I 








IS I IN 
REGION lJ 
NO 
IS I IN 
REGION tr 
NO 










J == J+I 
Computer 
87 

































Fig. A-4 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
























































THIS PH:OGR.AM CALCULATFS lHf- fl(')W PR.C/FlLF JNO THF CROSS WAVE 
PATTl-RNS FOR SPATIALLY VAkJEO SllJ.'(RCRllllAL FLCW tN A RFC-
TANC.ULAR £XPANSION. THf- 1'11"TH('IO (lf CHARAC.TE-klSTICS IS U~EO 
TO OE:T~RMINE TH~ FLOW tONOlTJ~NS Al EAtH POl~T tN TH~ FLCW 
REf.lMF. PLOTS ARf MADf OF THF: Cf(Q$~ WAVt PATTfkNS; ANO THt: 
ANALYTICAL ANO f.XPFRJMfNTAL CF.Nl'.RL INE Pkl•FILFS. 













TliE INITIAL VFLf'CllY lN THf x-ntRECTJON lfl'SI 
TH!:. INITIAL DEPTH Al POINT O IFTI 
THF MAIN CH.ANNI L fLOWRAlF ICFSI 
1•L.:lT.:;M SLCPl- CF THF CHA~1l,'fl 
ANGLf l1F THE- sxr,EW.ftll WITH TH£ C[NTERLlNl 
\o.IDTH {Jf llff 1NITJ1,L CH.tt,NFL IFTI 
!'(SlC.tll ACCURA.C.Y f()R lHf (AlCULATION QF lJtI) 
lHl CH.At-.t;f lN V'-UI~TANCf- fk•.•M PliINT O Tn PCINT 
LATt:;...AL JNFLf1\. CCFS/FTI 
THI ,~uMb! ft CF i.>rINTS lN THf f1R$1 -c cur~VF 
11tl· t:AXII\Ul'I L~f'.:f,IH i!.LllNt; CINTfkLJNE flJk WHICH ANALY!.JS 
lS l)tSIRllJ 
THl NUM:..t:k (.>F CA f A S~ T !. 
TH[, NIJMl:t~ fit= f·XPtRIM!::NT.6L P(,INT~ 
lHt Ml~.lMUM VALI.Jt:S (;N Thi-: PLOTS A.RF f1fNOTtn P.Y THE 'MIN' J.'Rffl)( 
AND THI: :;cALf FACTORS ,6J{f fl! NOTE!, !IY Ttll ·~c· PIH·FIX. 
NOTf.t ALPHA AND Ttlf:TA ARf f.IVEN IN O~GREES 
UIMt:N~l~N llAJA 110241 
CALL PLC,T!> IOATA,40':lt>I 
CALL FACTlkl0.71 
Rt:AL XPT'C !>O!. I ,YPT I !.OO I, )I.Pl 'iOO 1,0P15CO 1,FXXF-1100 J ,r XOP 11(101, 
C MINX T ,M lNXP, Hlt'-/PF- ,MINYl 
C~MMlJN UC~00l,Dl~OOl,Vl500l,X1500l,YISOOl,I,NP,NPP,J,THFTA, 
CA LPHA ,UMM ,u1~P ,VMII, VNI' ,liMH, CNP,O[ lllN ,0 LL UP ,CJlL VN, Ol L VP,!) lL XPJ, 
( [' [ LXP ,\": !·L 'O: .L.J ( l YP ,:">lLX t l)l· l YC!, C,kAV I Of LU, l.JO ,Cl~ TAR, Y(I, XO t FfliP ,01,un 
RL\l.1 l!i,11c<.,t•I IL•AlA 
~[AOl'.l,1010) MJNXT,Ml~XP,MI,.,.DP,MINYT,~C.X~T,SCXP,St~P,~CYPT 
DC )B~ ID=l,I[1ATA 
I 




Rl AC I '.l, 1u;:_o IL1C,fit:, lHET A, ~LPHA,e ,AC( ,Q,QSTAR 
Rl:.ACl~tl030)NP,XMAi,DtLYD 
T\ol:.1 A=- lh( 1,6.*l,. ?h;)//,t,O.O 
AL~HA=ALPHA•l, 0 2r3~/3t,O.Q 
SLOPl:.=ttO.*lANllHLTAf 
.6CCUMIJLA I lCN CF THF. f:XPt-RJMENTAL PUINTS 
[,C' 10 11=1,'ll:.XP 















































































































































l\v .. \l 
l 1' .. l 
('(•42 










































THI:. FOLL.rWJr,a: l::QUA.Tll•NS AR~ FOR ,- TYPE 1 AN.ALVSIS. Tt-lIS TYPE 
Of ANALV~JS l~ FOR THE' Fl~~.l NP PnINTS (THF POINTS ALC.NG THE 
Fll'\ST ,-(.. CURVE). 








30 ll! LU=-U;~~ •l .Al'II I lH~T A l•llE:. L VO/OMM/!.OR. l I UMM•• 2 /GRAV /DHM-1.) 
UC 11::t.•U+OFLll 
IFIJ.NI .tJ VIJ):Ull-ll+nfLIJ 
YI t ):Y\l+lilLYC• 
l~tJ.tJF.11 YIJ):Yll-lJ+nFLV 
lJt L X "l'! L YL1• ll•MM •GR .6.V- t UMM••2 11 /lJMM/GRAV/SCJR TI UMM••2/G.kAV/C.MM-1 • I 
X 11 l :)(l'+f'\~LX 
lttl.r--t.11 Xll):.Xll-l)+[d:L)(. 
Jt 11.t,.l.ll !ll·LXf;=XIJI-Xtl-1) 
1F(J.N£.ll l•f-LYN=Y(ll-Yll-11 
(.aLL (:l Pll; 
lfC.6.<i~(lJ)..-lJ(Il).Lr .. ALCI C(J 1(1 40 
L1~,M., t l•C I I +u:· 11~ .(l 
IFIJ.r,T.11 lM~=CUIIl+UII-111/7. 
ti~n= I [JI l l +ltl•l /2 .o 
lFtI.t;t.11 !•MMz.llilil+ldl-111/2 .. 
UX=U I 11 
Gr TO 30! 
40 CC NT lllilif 
J =t<P+l 
J= l 
~O CL,Nl H1U!: 
JN:J•I ... P+l) 
IF 11. r:1; .JN)r.CTO?O 
JNP•IJ+l l•N~•J 
t F 11 • l- l.) • Jt~P H>OTCl lO 
Tt1lSl-. t<.·t/AtlliNS AkE F{IFl A kFGlt'!N 4t .At•ALYSIS. THI~ TVPE OF .lNALYSIS 
IS fOR THE POINT~ IN THE INTfRJ(J•~ ~~GIUN OF FLCM. 









































































































































C·~ C.( l,M..,.., 
(1C,9S 
t·u'i.;, 
l 1 t'(• 
v 101 














Ul l t> 
(, 117 








FMM1:S'-R TI IUMM••:'.+VMM• •21 /GRAV/OMM 1 
GM= 1-u:n1•.Vl-:M+OMM*Gf:..'V•5QRT I F~M••z-t .11/(DMH•GRA.V-UMM••z) 
(,f':ra: 1-llNP*V~H'-ONl-'*C:iFtAV•SIJR T ( FNf'••2-l. 1 1 /I CNP•f,RAV-U~P••z) 
XI I 1 = I r.;.~l*XI 1-11 -c.•,•x I I-NP 1-v I J-11 +YI I-NP 11 / l GM-GP I 
VI I l=t:..~• I XI J 1-X 11-1 I I +VI I-ti 
G l=l' I I-11:P. 1-111J-11 
GL=VI 1-NP)-V( I-11 
G4..- t UMM• V/\M/GR/J. V-DMM• ~L;R TI 1-t'.H•• 2-1. I I/ I DMM-VHt'**2 /GRjV I 
(;(,:. I [Jr~•"• Sl1k TI I-NP•• ,'-l. I +Ull:P*VNP/GI\ AV 11( DNP-VNP•• 21(.,RAV) 
(, 7s-ll~M • T Al~ I THETA I •t Y 11 )-Y 11-1) I II t1··:M-VMM•*2 /GRAV I 
Gt-=--LH~F>•T:Af',j C 1 l!L TA I •f Y 11 J-V I I-NP) I I H·NP-VNP*•2 l(,kAV 1 
l"f l UP=- I Cil t:;;:-G7-G l •C4) / H~4-G6 I 
I..: LLUt:= Ir.~-{. ·r•G6-C:it,•Gl I/ I C:.'t-Gb 1 
D l L VP=(,~• l.f Lu•,• {;t, 
or L VN:..(.7•G't' fit- LL'N 
Ul=Ull-NPl•(·~LUI-
U2=1H 1-11 +f!I LllN 
Vl=Vl 1-1,P)+f:l.LVr' 
V?=Vll-ll•C~LVN 
UI I 1=1Ul+U11/2.0 
Vlll=CVl•V21/2.U 
[ELXP=)l' I l )-;,.. I l-Nl-1 
l,tlXN=Xll)-All-1) 
C~L 't'P=-Y I I I-YI 1-NP) 
Lif. LYJ\'=Y It I-YI 1-1 I 
(ALL ll-l'TH 





VNP= IV I I-NP I +VI I 111:t..O 





lHr FC'Lltl\,l}/\j;, 1::,.;UAl l(!NS A.Rf: FOR A kff.l(,~~ 'l ANALY~J~. THI~ TYP£ Of 
ANJ.LY~J!, IS fliis THt; POINTS ,t,LONG Tl-I[· ~lDfWALL. Tt-lF t\lUMCJtR FOR 
THI-~!:.' PLINTS CC..~~l'!)PONDS TO THE f'-lUATJC!Nt l=J*(NP+ll, Wt-lf:Ri: J 
IS Tl-IE r.UM3ER Cf THF -C CU~VF IN WI-IJCt-1 Tt-11! POJNT IS FO\JtHl. 
90 Ut.'P=ll{ 1-fllfJI 
\'NP*V( I-NF- I 
l•NP•D 11-NP J 
l!X:lCCJ. 
luO f tiP=SC·'\ TI CUrJp•• 2•Vt..f'•*2 l/~RA V/DNP I 
l.6LL t·YL•X 
IFl~llXo[L.1000.J GO 10 310 
L'ELXPa.;..C t J-)l( t-t,i>I 
L•l l VP::.Y I 1 )-Y( 1-NP I 
t.2s..:..!, l Ai<.•t.L!:. IX( 11-X( I-NP I !IC.OSI ALPt!AI 
PHI N= I ,J l +'-il I/ A!:>.~ I Ol L XP I/ All.SI O~L YP )-ONP •t A.NIT I-IL TA)+ I UNP• •2•\fNP 
t••~l•~~/fht'/~RAV/AbSIOfLXPII/J.hSIDELYf'J 
lJl l'i>=r'L 11,•L ! L Yr'-( er-..v-VNP• • 71(.fl,AV,., Ill J-NP I •1 AN( A LPtlA 1-V ( J -NP 11 

































































































































l, l 2f, 
Vl2'1 











C 1 .. 1 




C 1 .. t, 
{, 1 ... ·, 
ul .. :;; 
vl4.., 
(· l ~ ., 
vl~l 
CJ~;:! 
(, i 5.3 
U 1~ .. 
( l ",.') 





n 1 bl 
c lt.;, 
c lt>' 
(• l 6L. 















l)l LLIP=ll I I I-U 11-NP J 
DELVP=Vlll-Vll-NPI 
C.ALL l'[ 1'11-1 
IF(A!lSIUIII-UXJ.Lf • .lCCI er TO 110 
UX=t/111 
UNP=Ctllll+U41-Nl'l)/2.0 
Vt,F-=IVI Jl.+VI 1-tJP) )/2.0 
Uf,p::: I li I I l+c, I J-NPI )/2.0 
l,fl Tll lC:O 
110 I~IXlll.Gl.~~AXI GO TO 160 
I= l + l 
GCTU50 
Tt-!t- FOLL()WJNc.- EQUATJtJNS ARf FQ~ A REC.ION 3 ,IN.t.LY~IS. lHlS TYPF OF 
ANALYSIS IS F()~ THf POINTS ALONG THF CtNltRLJNE OF FLOW. THE 








13(1 L'Tl\P=-V I 1-11 • I 0,';M-VMM••2/(;r. AV 1-Y ( 1-11 •UMM•T AtH THE l ,1.) 
,-.Mt-1.=$1.RT I ill"',M*•l+VMM*•:?)/(;QAV/DMM) 
Ut- l1T=t.1~H1•\'M1't/Cl<.A.V-DMl'1•!>1..'P TI FMM•• 2-1. I 









1t-f.Afl!:CUX-Ul1JI.L£.~CCJ e,n TC"I 140 
VMM=IVI l I •Vt 1-111/2.0 
lit'~,. I U I I I +t;f I -1 I ) / 2 • O 
:•~M=f[1I I) +f\11-111 /2.0 
ll).=dlll 
t,1.,1 e 1 :;.(, 
140 Jl;~P=2•~,.-+l 
lF{J.rs~.JNl'PI GU TO 150 
lt-llXIJt>PPI-XINl'II.GT.O.C)) GO TO J!.>O 
(,{. 1(' 2f•. 
l~O J=J+l 
















SUP 1 o~ 


















































fOKT~AN IVG LFYEL 20.l MAIN OA.Tf • 741~5 
Cllb9 
Cl70 









(! 1 f.; 









( } ',i,( 





(11 ... t> 
O l <, ·, 
(, l G,, 
01'>9 





( ;:( •, 
00.~t, 
(;.:_L, 7 










WR tlE It., 107(1} I, XO, YCl ,UCl ,YC"l ,OCl 
00 170 Ji=l,t·IR 
170 WRITElb,1~70JI,Xlll,YIIJ,UCJl,Vlll,OIII 
11.PI 1 J=xn 
XPTll)=XO 
OPI l 1=0(1 
YPT(ll=YO 
NR,R:f\;:"{ 
00 1€0 I=l,NRR 
)(Pl I I+l )=XI I) 
180 YfTll+ll=YII) 














YPl (K!'.+.t. J=!:CYPT 
~X.-.:P(m XP•il==SCXI' 
fXflPt!llf XP•2J:1:~COP 
C SCALJt,;(. r:F Ttlf VARIAbLfS TO f-E PLOTTE-0 
c . 
fin 2C·u J:.t,Nl:XP 
E XXP 11) =-( ! XXPI I 1-l XXP lr-..E:XP+l 1 )/fXXP(Nl:XP+2} 
200 tXf•PI I l=I! Al PII 1-f.);lJP(NE>.P+ll J/!"XOPINt"XP+'°J 
LlU ,?l(, I=l,..;, 
JO' l JI"-{ >t.P t J 1-.Xf' CK+l 11 /XJ.-1 K+~ I 
210 ('Plll=llil-'111-0PIK+l)I/CPIK+l:I 
fil• 22Cl I,=l ,'<K 
XF-1111= (,Xl'T 111-XPT ( KK+l) 1 /Xf-T ll(K+2 I 
Z20 Yl'Tll)=1YPTlll-YPl(i<K+ll)/YPTIKK+21 
c 
C LCCAllN{,. ,t,NI• LAI.H'LING (IF THE: AXfS 
c 
c 
(.ALL AXJ!:, cc:.o,:-i.o,•ocwNSTRfAM rit~l1'NCF (Ftl•,-24,b.o,o.o, 
IXP(K+ll,XP(K+/)1 
CALL AXIS cu.C,ll.L, 1 0EPTH (fTl',10,3.,90.,0PIK+ll,~PIK+2)l 
CALL AXIS 1u.o,,.a,•x•,-1,b.~.o.0,xPT(KK+ll,XPT(KK•211 
C1'LL A~IS ,0.o,~.o,•v•,t,3.0,90.,YPTl~K·I),YPTIKK•21) 
(ALL PLLT 1-1,0,!-.0,:,) 
CALL fLCT IL,O,~.G 1 2) 
CALL !-'LOT lb.0,7.Cl,3) 
(ALL PL0T lt.C,t,.O,ll 
CALL FLCTC-t.~ 1 1 .• U,21 



































































































c2 .. r, 






U2 ~ "· 
o:::c-
C PLllTS l't.:PTH VLF-SUS orWN!;TRtAM ri1~1.e.NCF. 
c 
c 
C.ALL SMCiCTH .(XP(ll,Df'ClJ,OJ 
00 230 J .. 2,J 
230 CALL SM~ClHCXPCJJ,CPClJ,-21 
I:ocJ+l 
CALL ~~tllllil1P(JJ,rPCIJ,-¥49, 
CALL SYMbl•Ll4.U,.1 .. u,o.11,•_ .lNALYllCAL',<1.0,12, 
CALL SYM6PL(4.0,2.1~ •• 1~1,• l~~ERIMlNT.lL •,o.o,15) 
CALL t'LOl(o.o,o.v,-31 
C ~Ut·ROUTINf; SYM!olil IS U~ff.l FOf. THE 1:Xl'!:RtMENTAL RE:SIIL lS 
c 
00 2.t.() J: 1,tit XP 
240 CALL SYMf--l'Lf()IXPIJl,f:YPt'IIJ,O.C;f:,l1f1.C11-11 
c 
C PLOTS i· lk.Sl -C C.URV( 
c 
c 
CALL !'LOT 10.o,s.;1,-31 
CALL SM~OTHIX~llll,YPl(t),O) 
oa 2">0 I=:.',ra• 
250 CALL ~MOf'lh(Xl'TIIl,YPIIIl,-2) 
l=NP+l 
CALL ~M(,flTHI Xf'T( 11 ,YPT( I J ,-99'1) 







:ic 2t,O 1=11.111 
2bO CALL SMOVlHIXf'T(ll,YPTCIJ,-21 
1=2•Nt'+;? 
CALL SMOflltttXl-1111,Yl'T(ll,-99',tJ 








DC 270 1=11,111,NP 
lflJ.GT.Nkl GO 1(1 ~70 
270 CALL ~Ml~l11>-t I XPl 111 tYPl ( 1) ,-?) 
l=NP•CNl'+ll+l 
JFCJ.&1.N~J GLJ 10 :70 
CALL \MLOlHIXPT(ll,vPrlI),-q9q) 
c PLllTS !fCPND +C cunv~ 
c 
J:i:~•NP+;' 

























SUP 31 U 









































~ORT~AN IVG LfVfL 20.1 MAIN DAlf • 74195 20/(11/58 PAC.I: OOC,1 
o:=~1 IFCI.r.T.t..lU G.U TO 310 SUP 34Y o, ~ti 280 CALL SMOnlHIXPT(ll,YPllII,-?, SlJP 350 02~', J.c:(NP+l )••2+1 SUP 351 
02t>U JFCJ.GT.MRI Gll TO 370 SUP 352 
02t.l CALL SHOnltt(XPTlll,YPTIJl,-9991 SUP 353 
c !UP 354 
c PLroTS lHJRO -C. CURVf SUP 355 
c SUP 3':ib 
t.~t.,.'. I•NP•CNP+IJ+l SUP 3!17 
\);:'.c,3 IFIXPl(lJ.Gl.XMAXJ GO TO 370 SUP 358 
t2c..;, CALL SMCOTHIXPTIIl,YPTIJl,O) SUP 359 
Olci;, ll-=tJP•(NP+ll+2 SUP 3bO 
O='t,t· III=lhP+l)•~F+NP SUP ?bl 
v; t 1 00 29( I"' 11, I I I SUP ,., 
v.cr,,:, If-lI.~1.r-.hl GO TO ~70 SUP 3'3 
c .. ~" 2'90 CALL ~Mr,nTH I XPT 111 ,YPTC I 1,-2 J SUP 364 
oz·,u I=INP+ll•Nl'+NP+l SUP 36S 
c.211 IFII.GT.N~I ~OTO 370 SUP 3M 
(1;, ·; l CALL !>f",Lltll1-'IXl'Tll) 1 YPTIIl,-ct99) SUP 3<7 
t SUP 361:< 
c PLUTS Ff.llRTH -C CUi\Vf SUP 3&9 
c SUP 370 
U2 7 j 1=1Nr>+l 1••L+l SUP 371 1.,.::·,., IFIXPT(J).~T.XMAX) GO TO 370 SUP 372 
CL7~ CALL !.M(1n111cx~T(ll,YPTIIl,01 su, ;17? 
C27o tt:.IMP+l 1**2+2 SUP 374 
Ci?"' I I I= ( fll-'+?. l*Nl-'+NP+l su, ?75 
U.<.7£, OlJ :ll1 I' 1=11,IJI SUP 376 
o;:1., Jfll.GT.!1.:~I G(' TO 370 !.UP )77 
u;'r(I 300 C..6.LL S}:r'~1Hd Xl-'T I I I ,YPT I I I ,-ll SUP 37~ 
0i:1.1 J~INP+2)•~1-'+NP+2 su, 37'1 
02:-:! Jf(l.GT.N~I c:c, TO 370" !,!JP 3RC. 
C2,,3 CALL SMLC"llhlXl'TfIJ,YPTIIl,-1?991 ~UP '.;Ell 
c su• 3'2 
c PLC'T°S lHJf\L' +C (URVf SUP 3~.) 
c !.UP ?1;1. 
o::r·.1t J:(NPt2,l*\P+l ~UP 3E!> 
0,2:, 5 lF(XPllll.~T.XMAXI GO lCl 370 ~\JP , .. 
U.;fle. CALL ~Ml•L'lHIXPTIIJ,YPT(Il,C'1 SUP 3t7 
r.:,,7 Il=Cr:~ .. ~,a~~·~P•l SUP 
'" c;:·t-:.. } JI E/1,f'P•;: ·1/\j[•-~,I' + l SUP 3(4 
v;:f.9 !)0 31G 1=11,111,NP SUP 300 
c.:. ... t'· IFII.t-T.N1,1 Gl'! TO ;170 !:UP 391 
o..::., l 310 C~LL S.'•[~tilHIXPltll,YPTII),-21 SUP 3':f2 
02"1'=" l=NPP•:!*NP+ 1 sue ?93 
l 4'.'"3 lFfl.GT.NKI Gn lC ~70 SUP 3'14 
~)..- ... ,. CA.LL ~1'.r'lJTH{Xl-'1(11,YPl(J),-'-199) su, 295 
c ~UP ,,. 
c t'Lf T~ ~OURTH +C ClJRVf. St.:P 
'" c SUP 3~:I 
o:c.'.J l=ff:f'+..})*NP+;:> SUP ?99 
l},f',(') JflXPllll.~T.XMAX) GC T~ 370 SUP 400 




0~"~ ll=(Nl--+:3)"'\11--+NP•2 }\JP 4C,2 
"' 
02';"1 
;:, l ;r:~~; ! ; ~~~;~:~!)-NP+ l SUP 4C3 C,.;>l•C' SUP 404 
(,J( l IF ( I • (; 1 .n,, l er 10 ;:.7c, SUP 4(15 
0:-~2 .3Lh CALL ~.~r,r: lid Xt' If JI ,YPT t l) 1-.i.' I su, 4(.,f.. 



























































l•CNP+ 1.) •12 •NP+l )+ l 
tflI.CT .• ~R) CO TO 310 
CJ.LL SMOClTHIXPTCI),VPTfl1,,-9'99) 
PLU1S FIFTH -C CURVE 
J:..2•f"IP•lN11+l)+l 




00 330 ,l=lI,lII 
tFCJ.(;1.uP.I l;u l(l 370 
330 CALL ~!1l1UTHIXl>TIJl,YPTIIt,-2) 
1=1 :'t>l'lf'+::l l•f'..P+l 
lflI.r.1.r~PI Gfl 10 370 
C.ALL S.l~ll[JlHIXl-1(1),VPT(l),-999) 
PLOTS ~IY.TH -C. CURVE 
lrl2•~P+ll•INP+l)+l 




00 J~C' J=Il,Ill 
Ifll.Gl.t-.;;.J i,O TC• 310 
340 CALL SM('(,lH(XPTtl),YPT(lJ,-21 
l :2• { NP+ 4' I *l·IP +2 
lFIJ.Gl.Nk) bU TU J70 
CALL \l",({llH(Xi-'TtI),YPT(lJ,-9991 
PLnls flFTH +C CURVE 
I= C 2 •tiP +3 I •NP+ I 




rr, 3!:>n 1 .. 11,111,N1-
1f11.GT.Nkl tu TO ?70 
)SO CALL ~IMl,UlHtXPllll,Y~l(IJ,-2, 
1=12•~P+3l•~P+l+lt,P-l)*NP 
lf'll.Gl.NSl f.fi TD 310 
CALL SMf:r,lHIXPltll,YPTIJ),-9991 
PLOTS SIXTH +C CURVE 
lir;·•II\P+2J•t,1-'+2 
It-lXPllll.GloXMAJc.l GO 10 370 
CALL ~M('(.llltXPTllltYl-lllltOl 
Il=2•1N .. +~l•NP+NP+2 
111=2•CNP+21•NP+2+1NP-l)*NP 
LIO 3t(, Jrll,111,NI-' 
lFCJ.Gl.~!~l GO 10 370 
360 CALL SMGOTHIXPTlll,YPTlll,-21 
1=2•t~i-'•2l•N .. +INl--ll•NP+Nf'+Z 
lt(l.l-l.N1:l ljll TU ~10 












































































































































SHIFTS PLOlTl:R Pl:N Fl.'A .eNnTHEA SFT OF 0.1,lA 
370 CCNTifl!UF 
CALL ~LOt 110.0,0.0,-31 
3RO C.CNT J~;tJI: 
CALL PLOT 10.0,0.o,~~91 




l~H,Q fORMAlC' 1 1',//////////////,?~X,•MAJN C.HM.iNLL FLOWRA1Et',F7.4, 
I• Cf~·,.~X,'LATtKAL lNFL~w;•,Fe.~.· CFS/F1•,4X,•SLOPt:•,F5.2, 
I ' (II I 
l o~o f(;RMA 1 I • •, 2 ,x, 1 P llJ NT•, 5)(, 1 0UWNSTRE .eM •,(,)I, 11RAN!'V[RSE 1 , 12X, 
C1 VfltflTY IFP~) 1 ,~~,•oEPTH'/,3bX,'0l~TANCF IFTJ 1,3X,'OlSTANCf 
1 1 ,4X, 1 X-D HU CT 1L:N 1 ,2X t 1 Y-DIREC.Tl(•N t ,5X 1 • C FT)• J 
1C6C, FlJRf>'.A 112~ lC•.~) 
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oc. .. 1, 
l/041 
sueRC"UllNE {IEPlH 
COMM0N UC !>OJ) ,D( 5l'Cl) ,V( 5001,X (~001 ,Yt ~{'C), J ,NP,NPP,J, 1Hf.T A, 
( ALPHA ,UHM ,U!'.P ,VM~ t VNP ,0~~ ,{;NP, Df LUN,ll[ LUP 1 [)f- L VN ,l'f.L VP ,Df:.LXN I 
I OE L XP ,O E:L YN ,D fl. YP ,r1f LA ,tf L YO, (~R· V, Ot-LU ,l,L,QS T Al<. t YO, XO ,F NP t ~l, UCI 
II"'IJ+ll•Mf'+J 
Ifll.Nf.III GO TO ?,O 




(h,Gi'l -t-1- l l 
l~lV(I-l).LT.u.01 l•"-<,21-r,11 
P :( 2 +t, l 
IFIV{ll.LT.U.(;J P•q,2-Gl 
VPl = s, rtT t lll I-11 *•2+Vl 1-11 ··~ 1 •ccs (CI 
\'~=-~!..~.TI ll( I I 4>•?+V 111••2 J•CP~ 11-1 
1',=2. *Vf' •• ; /(,R AV-T At~c, HE 1 A l•CD~ l <,;;, l) *SIIR 1 I Df L XN••2+of l VN••2 J 
C= t -t. • *VP l 4 ¥2 /GhAV-1 AN I THI:: 1 A I •C.t>S (G;> l 1 • S<.R l I t'if:LXN••~+f>E. L Yf..l 
C••?l-:·11-ll l•L•C 1-11 
GO TO 40 
2U (.,~le;Al.AN(Ab~IUE.LY(!)/AbS(DflXI I 
Vl'l"'lJl ,cu::.cc.~11 
G.c"-L.!l 
Vl'=lll l l•Ct·SIG?) 
l!'-L ••VP'"' .:./Uf..AV-T AN I lhl:T .6. I •CO~ I G2 I •f.-.·1. TI t'E LX •~2+Dt LYfl•,t.21 
C:: I-~ .*VP l **2/GkA V-T Al\' 11 HF 1 A I •CVS C Gt l ~ S!..Rl ( [1EL X•• 2+0!:L Yl•*•2) 
C-(·(• I •UO 
f,[l 11.' .l,Q 
30 If C l. t .:i .11 GO 1 (l 1 C, 
lFIJ.Ll".tiPI C,11 lll 10 
C.l '>::,'.l 4N I Ab~( VI 1-NP 11 /A[I!, IUC 1-l~P) l l 
Cl?::A i .A.I,( AhS I [)E.LYI' 1/AOS([)flXP I) 
Gl=ATANIA~SIVCll)/AHSIUIII)) 





Vf>5:!., fl.1 C ll{ I-t-i..-1••2+v I 1-"'IP , •• ?I •(nS ff1 I 
Vf>=~!,~ l lU I I 1••2+V 111 ••2 l•C{ ~If> I 
b=-2 • 4\if-' •• ,.IC f{AV -TAN I lHf l A l•CO SI l,2 I• SOL I C DE LKJ.'••2+Lof L "YJ.'••? I 
C =I-.!. •vi''>• •2 /~ltAV-T AN IT hi: Ta I •CliS I e,;• I •Si.JR 11 OF LXP*•2+0~L YP••2 I 
1-~,t I-t.f' l I ,111 l-NP I 


















































































































~UbROUT·INF OVOX CVOX 1 
{.(iMMON Uf~00),[)1500),Vl~OO),Xl!>OOl,V15001,J,NP,NPP,J,TtlE:TA, ovnx 2 
I ALPHA, UMM tUfiP, VMM, VNP t OMM, UNP, ('IE LUN, DI LUP,Or-1. VN, lH l VI>, 01:1. XN, OYD X 3 
( l• [ LXP, U ll YN ,LJtL YP t DEi. X I rir L YO,GRAV, f'l Lll,('l(l ,QS 1 AR I YO I XC, Ft~F', 01 1 UO OYDX 4 
lF(I.[~.NJ.'P) C{I TO 10 l,YDX 5 
Ol=OSlAR•A~S(XII-NP)-XtJ-NPP}}/(OSIALl'HA} CYUX L 
Gr, l(l ~O CYDX 7 
10 Cl=-C51AK41,.H~IX11-NP)-)(tJI/COSIALPHA) UYCX C 
20 fCNT}r,iUt OYDX 9 
Z!.=l.l l •IJ l •Vr,P•• 211 ti./l·NP••<+IC·R r,.v••Z t[·Y• •z •OJ•UNP IZ ./Ol'.IF>••21r,R,.V/DY DYflX 10 
.:=IV(I-NP)-VCiJ/TAf~IAll'H.l.)-XCl-tlPI {'l'r'!)X 11 
AAAA=-UNP4V~P•Z-GRtV•DNP•l•SC~TtFNl'••2.-1.+ZZ)+Ql•VNP/4./DNP/1AN(ADYDX 12 
(LPHA I OYCX l~ 
tl<fb=,. l•Vril'•l /4./()NP OYr, Y. 14 
ccc.c=-UNP 1(.\/r·.F>/l tN I ALPHA 1-1;RJ\'4DfllP /T f.!H Alf'hf,.) .. SQRT I FNP•• 2 .-1. +ZZ I O'r'OX 15 
(lf•L1U=-~NP•l,f.->1V-Uf'..P•UN? LYt.X lt. 
t:lEE=-·J1•uNr12.tONP O'r'[•X 17 
B.AC=-IAAAA-ttLtJ••2.+Hr~L•f~uoc-,ccc1 ovrx 1e 
I~ (~AC.LT.t.ul G(J TU 30 uvnx 19 
[\Ya: I .A" 1 .t.-l E.i. t ·~ .. KT c b" t 1112 .,c UDr,o-c rec. l ovr,x 4,':G 
l,\1 TO loC OY[•X 21 
3C, Ut:LX=lC UO. D'r'Ul( LZ 
Wf.,JTl lo,lLOO) OY!•X 23 
1000 fUl,Mr,.11 1 ',/III/ZlX,'L1~LTA Y FtILS l(1 CGNVl:.t<C.f; lHt: CHAP . .tCTlF.lS1ICUY!;X 24 
I t-.t-THl:l (.At. NLT Bt APPLll-r'l TO l'HlS ~fl O~ OAT.&•) DYOX 25 
4(• ¥11):Y(l-t;P)•L·Y OYf\X Lb 
Xlll=IYlll-¥01/lANIALPHAI 0¥[,X 27 
li.fTuP.N ovr.x 2e 
rfl<D ovr,x 29 
PAGE OOC. l 
f--' 
0 
0 


